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N etworks 2010 (www.networks2010.pl), the 14thInternational Telecommunications Network Stra-tegy and Planning Symposium will take place on
September 27-30, 2010 in Warsaw, Poland. For this oc-
casion we have edited a Special Issue of the Journal
of Infocommunications on Telecommunications Network
Strategy and Planning that consists of six selected pa-
pers from Networks 2008 (www.networks2008.org), the
13th International Telecommunications Network Strategy
and Planning Symposium.
Networks 2008 was a five-day professional and sci-
entific event held from September 28, 2008 in Budapest,
Hungary, organized jointly by the Scientific Association
for Infocommunications (www.hte.hu) and the Depart-
ment of Telecommunications and Media Informatics
(www. tmit.bme.hu) of the Budapest University of Tech-
nology and Economics (BME-TMIT). Altogether 90 papers
were presented in 21 technical sessions. 26 countries
were represented by authors with the most papers com-
ing from Hungary, then Japan, US, Germany, Canada,
Spain and UK in descending order. There were eight
keynote talks held by influential telecom experts in four
plenary sessions, as well as 11 half-day tutorials in two
days. Throughout the conference there was also a re-
lated exhibition. The conference had a total of 335 reg-
istered participants from 30 countries, including 74 stu-
dents that took advantage of the special offer to them of
free attendance at the tutorials. All the Networks 2008
papers are available through IEEE (ieeexplore.ieee.org),
while all the presentations and tutorials are available at:
http://www.networks2008.org/online_offline_presentations.
The theme of the conference, which was “Conver-
gence in Progress”, was reflected by the presentations
from various perspectives. Not only new scientific me-
thods for network optimisation and planning were pre-
sented, but also very practical approaches, experien-
ces and case studies on introducing new solutions, and
on the convergence of telecommunications, information
and media technologies, as well as of fixed and mobile
communications.
For the closing ceremony of the conference three
papers were selected for the Best Paper Award. These
are the first three papers of our Special Issue. The first,
the US paper titled “FTTH Network Economics – Key
Parameters Impacting Technology Decisions” perform-
ed a thorough analysis of technology and economic as-
pects in access network deployment. 
The second, the French paper titled “Migrating to a
Next Generation WDM Core Network” focuses on core
networks and suggests a migration strategy towards
switched wavelength-division multiplexed networks bas-
ed on techno-economic analysis. 
The third paper by authors from Spain titled “All-
optical networks and switching technologies for a 3D
videoconference system with the feeling of presence”
discusses how an optical network should be designed
and what optical technology should be chosen in order
to meet strict higher-layer service requirements. 
The fourth paper by Japanese authors is entitled “Re-
ducing total call-blocking rates by flow admission con-
trol based on equality of heterogeneous traff ic”.  This
teletraffic paper proposes a new connection admission
control scheme that guarantees quality of services (low
blocking), which is of particular interest for the increas-
ingly popular video services. 
The fifth paper by Polish authors titled “Flow opti-
mization in IP networks with fast proactive recovery”
proposes and evaluates new methods for recovering
IP networks after a failure. 
And finally the last, sixth paper, is a joint paper of
authors from different countries including Hungary, titl-
ed “Network Resilience Requirements and Algorithms
for Multicasting and Broadcasting Digital TV” which dis-
cusses and evaluates methods for protecting multicast
TV services upon a failure to minimise the impact onto
the quality experienced by the users.
We hope that our selection of papers clearly repre-
sents the main areas of interest of recent Networks con-
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In this paper, we present the results obtained by
modeling the capital investments and operations ex-
penses incurred for some operator cases, and identify
the key parameters that impact FTTH economics cove-
ring these major technologies. We show sensitivity ana-
lysis to identify the critical parameters. The methodo-
logy and results will enable operators quickly make the
right FTTH technology deployment decisions. 
1. Introduction
The number of households with fiber-optic network
connections will grow by nearly 43% worldwide in 2008
and will continue to grow at rates above 30% a year
through 2012, when the number of fiber-connected
households will reach nearly 90 mil-
lion globally according to a recent
report by Heavy Reading [1]. Hence
it is no surprise that almost all the
network operators around the world
are evaluating the different FTTH tech-
nology options today. Deploying a
FTTH network requires significant
upfront capital investments and it is
absolutely critical for an operator to
build a detailed network economic
model and pick the right technology
that optimizes their capital expen-
ses, operations expenses and pay-
back period. Service Provider net-
work requirements and topologies
vary considerably; hence network
modeling and solutions need to be
tailored to specific service provider
situations.
Figure 1 shows the key FTTH technology options
that exist today and are already being deployed by so-
me of the major operators in the world. GPON [2] and
EPON [3] optimize the outside plant (OSP) by using a
passive splitter which provides bandwidth aggrega-
tion, requires less maintenance and doesn’t have any
power requirements like an active network element. The
Active Ethernet solution achieves optimization in the
OSP by using an Ethernet switch for aggregation, but
requires hardened cabinets and remote power supply.
The Point-to-point solution also uses Ethernet switch-
ing and aggregation, however all the Ethernet switches
are deployed in the Central Office (CO). These COs, also
known as Points-of-Presence (PoPs) tend to be closer
to the subscriber. 
Figure 1.  Key FTTH technology options
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FTTH network economics: 
Key parameters impacting technology decisions
SAMRAT KULKARNI, MOHAMED EL-SAYED, PAUL GAGEN, BETH POLONSKY
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Different technology options are available to operators today for their Fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) network deployment strategy
decisions. Gigabit-Passive Optical Network (GPON), Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON), Active Ethernet (AE) and 
Point-to-Point Ethernet (P2P) are the major competing technologies. There are a number of technical, economic and business
drivers that impact the right choice for each specific network situation. When modeling network economics, it is important 
to consider a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) model to enable operators to rightly evaluate these choices, instead of comparisons 
of only specific cost elements (e.g., port costs). On the other hand, in a network model with a large number of parameters it is
often challenging to identify the key parameters that are critical to the decision-making. An operator runs the risk of picking 
an incorrect technology strategy if any of these key parameters are not identified and cost optimized.
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In the next section, we discuss
the details of a comprehensive and
flexible network cost model that
compares these FTTH technology
options, and quantifies the savings
through case studies. This model al-
so includes a task-based operations
analysis. Results of three case stu-
dies are presented, and sensitivity
analyses of the results are applied
to identify the key parameters.
2. Modeling framework
The network economic modeling
framework includes capital invest-
ments (CAPEX) and operations ex-
penses (OPEX) optimization for the
technology options and across scenarios applicable
to typical service provider networks. The services re-
venues supportable by these access options are assu-
med to be common and hence are not included in this
model Also, the scope is related to cost-elements, and
does not cover other aspects (such as performance, stan-
dards etc).
Typical operator scenarios include: 
• Type of subscriber: 
Single-family residential (SFR), 
Multi-Dwelling Unit (MDU) and Enterprises.
• Subscriber housing density: 
Loop lengths from the CO, 
number of houses per square-km; 
• Network build type: Greenfield, Overbuild.
• Fiber cost type: 
Leased vs. own, one-time fee vs. recurring.
• Outside plant construction type: 
Aerial, Buried, Conduit, Sewer etc.
• Splitting levels: 
1-Tier centralized and/or 2-Tier distributed for PON.
Typical cost elements are:
• Hardware and software for Central Office (CO),
OSP, and Customer Premises Equipment (CPE),
active equipment and operating support systems.
List prices are prorated based on experience
curves (market averages and up to 10% annual
cost reductions) and equipment discounts 
(0-50%) for sensitivity analysis.
• Cost of the OSP: feeder, distribution and drop fiber;
civil works for the structures, trenches, installation
and splicing; cabinets, splitters, fiber management
points and patch-panels.
• Power and space/housing costs: Costs to setup
active nodes, realtor fees, provisioning of AC, 
ongoing energy costs and floor space rental.
• Activation costs such as truck roll to OSP, 
customer service visit, service activation in CO.
• Other operations cost such as provisioning 
and maintenance activities.
Figure 2.  CAPEX Breakdown at 20% take-rate
3. Case Studies
In this section, we discuss and summarize results from
three network modeling case studies as below. For all
the three case studies, it can be assumed that the CA-
PEX/subscriber and OPEX/subscriber have been optimi-
zed for each technology solution by assuming a reaso-
nable OSP model and based on the specific scenario
and cost parameters. Then we use sensitivity analysis
techniques to identify the key network cost parameters. 
3.1  Case Study 1: 
GPON vs P2P for a dense urban city
This case study compares the costs of deploying
GPON and P2P in a dense urban MDU subscriber base.
There are close to a million households (HH) passed in
an area of roughly 100 square kms. The average size of
an MDU is assumed to be 16HH. A GPON operator has
8 CO locations to serve these HH and 200 Fiber Flexibi-
lity Points (FFPs) where splitters are located, whilst the
P2P operator is deploying 80 new PoPs. The civil works
is assumed to use existing structures such as the sew-
er in the city thereby eliminating most of the trenching
and duct costs. In our modeling analysis the take-rate
is varied from 0-100%. 
Figure 2 shows the P2P and GPON 2-Tier architec-
tures and the corresponding CAPEX cost components
for a take-rate of 20%. The 2-Tier GPON architecture
assumes a splitter in the basement of the building.
It is observed that the bulk of the CAPEX/sub is in the
fiber distribution and MDU wiring. The CPE accounts for
the next highest cost component followed by Ethernet
switch cost and the GPON OLT. The remaining network
elements do not contribute significantly to the overall
cost. 
We also find that GPON provides a saving of about
20% compared to P2P at a take-rate of 20%, and the sav-
ings are positive over the entire range of take-rates up
FTTH network economics
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to 100% (Figure 3). Also 2- Tier GPON is cost-effective by
0-10% over 1-Tier GPON and the savings are higher at
lower take-rates.
To identify the key cost parameters,
we look at the results of a single parame-
ter sensitivity analysis (Tornado analy-
sis) as shown in Figure 4.
Sensitivity analysis shows, the Top-5
CAPEX parameters are:
– Fiber-cost per meter,
– GPON CPE cost,
– Ethernet switch cost,
– Real-estate cost for Ethernet 
switches deployed outside the CO,
– GPON OLT cost. 
The remaining parameters have an im-
pact on the overall CAPEX but do not swing
the GPON vs. P2P decision as much.
Figure 4.  CAPEX Tornado analysis 
The tornado analysis does not cap-
ture the interaction between the para-
meters. Hence a 1000-iteration Monte-
Carlo analysis was performed with a
±50% variation in the value of the cost
parameters with all parameters vari-
ed randomly per iteration, and histo-
gram of results plotted. The x-axis of
Figure 5 shows the percent savings of
GPON over P2P. Even with this wide
range of variation, GPON still provided
a significant cost advantage over P2P
making it the technology of choice.
Operations Cost Modeling Results
The following operations cost ele-
ments are considered in this model.
• Unplanned Maintenance: 
Repair activity based on equipment quantities and
FIT data. Operation tasks include: testing, fault isolation
and equipment repair (Truck roll).
Figure 5.  CAPEX Monte-Carlo analysis
• Planned Maintenance: 
Calculated based on equipment
quantity, maintenance interval and ef-
fort, equipment clustering and loca-
tion density. Fiber maintenance based
on total length of cables and yearly
per meter. Operation tasks include:
battery replacement, fan filter repla-
cement, drive time and paperwork to
document preventative maintenance,
fiber inspection/cleaning and debris
removal.
• Centralized NOC Staffing: 
Surveillance staff estimated bas-
ed on total number of active devices.
Operation tasks include: 24x7 fault
monitoring, remote diagnostics and
trouble ticket creation.
Figure 3.  CAPEX/sub vs. Take-rate
INFOCOMMUNICATIONS JOURNAL
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a customer based on equipment lo-
cations and utilization. Operation Tasks
include: CPE installation, in-building
fiber connection, PoP/FFP connections,
testing and inventory updates.
• Customer Care: 
Estimated based on failure inci-
dence (calculated for unplanned ma-
intenance) and number of customer
impacts/incidents. Operation Tasks in-
clude: customer care call handling. 
The OPEX modeling results show a saving of 55-
60% for GPON compared to P2P over a wide range of
take-rates (Figure 6). These savings are mainly due
to the higher Right-of-Way (RoW) ex-
penses for P2P given the large amount
of f iber infrastructure deployed on
Day 1. 
The Right-of-Way is a yearly recur-
ring expense that the operator in this
case would need to pay to the gover-
ning entity to use the civil works in-
frastructure while laying out fiber ca-
bles. 
Typical components of RoW are a
fixed cost to access the civil works i n
the OSP and in the building, and a v a-
riable cost as a function of the number
of cables run. Furthermore, the cost of
maintenance and management is high-
er in P2P compared to GPON because
of the higher number of fiber-pairs de-
ployed. 
The sensitivity analysis (Figure 7)
shows that the Top-3 OPEX impacting
parameters are:
– Right-of-Way charges,
– cost of energy (KW/hr),
– fiber maintenance costs.
A Monte-Carlo analysis was also per-
formed that confirmed the results that
GPON provides significant OPEX savings
compared to P2P, and details are not pre-
sented here for brevity.
Also, although this case study look-
ed at a dense urban MDU deployment, it
has been found that the same trend in
terms of the key parameters and GPON
savings are applicable to a single fa-
mily residential urban and sub-urban mo-
del with reasonable population densities and operator
deployment scenarios.
Figure 6.  OPEX per sub vs. Take-rate
Figure 7.  
OPEX Sensit ivity Analys is
Figure 8.  GPON, AE CAPEX vs. Take-rate
FTTH network economics
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3.2  Case Study 2: 
GPON vs. Active Ethernet 
for a dense urban city
An operator that has deployed DSLAMs
to provide ADSL/VDSL broadband ac-
cess to some end users may consider
this scenario when they decide to migra-
te to a FTTH last mile, by provisioning fi-
ber loops to the cabinet. Also, technolo-
gy exists today to install Ethernet cards in
an existing (DSLAM) street cabinet. We
compare the CAPEX/sub and OPEX/sub
for this operator to an operator deploy-
ing only GPON to serve the fiber sub-
scribers.
The same dense urban MDU subscri-
ber model as in Case Study 1 is used here.
We assume for the Active Ethernet model,
buried fiber civil work is needed in the
distribution network only (cabinet to sub)
since fiber already exists to the cabinet
to backhaul the DSLAM traffic Assuming
typical serving areas of 250-300 per ca-
binet, about 4500 cabinets are needed. 
Figure 8 shows that Active Ethernet
has a saving of about 5% compared to
GPON 2-Tier and the savings diminish with
increased take-rate. Given the range of
savings (<5%), it is argued that neither
technology is the clear winner in terms
of CAPEX/sub. 
Figure 9 shows the breakdown of CA-
PEX/sub at 20% take-rate. The AE solu-
tion has zero housing cost for the PoP
since the OSP cabinets are re-used (unlike in Case Stu-
dy 1), and remaining costs balance out. Therefore CA-
PEX is not a key differentiator in this case.
Now considering the OPEX/sub as shown in Figure
10, we find that GPON provides large savings compa-
red to P2P. The OPEX savings for 2-Tier GPON increase
with higher take-rates and are in the range of 5-58% sa-
vings annual ly. Therefore, if the operator plans to tar-
get for a 30% or higher subscriber take-rate, then GPON
should be the technology of choice. 
Figure 11.  
GPON vs. EPON 
network model
Figure 9.  GPON vs. AE CAPEX (20% TR)
Figure 10.  GPON, AE OPEX/sub vs. Take-rate
INFOCOMMUNICATIONS JOURNAL
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We note that this case is really a special case of Case
Study 1 with the assumption that the Ethernet switch is
deployed in the OSP using a hardened
cabinet instead of a PoP. The relevant
key parameters identified through sen-
sitivity analysis in Case Study 1 apply
here as well.
3.3  GPON vs. EPON
This case study is for an operator
deciding between GPON and EPON. We
model an operator deploying a network
in an urban city. The model assumes a
deployment period of five years (2007-
2011). Figure 11 shows the architectu-
res for the SFR model which is FTTH,
MDU model which assumes Fiber-to-the-
Building and VDSL2 inside the building,
and enterprises served by fiber (Fiber-
to-the-Business).
Each type is modeled independently.
The MDU case assumes copper loops
inside the building are used instead of
fiber all the way. Services bandwidth
is assumed to grow from 10 Mbps/year
starting with 10 Mbps in 2007 to 50 Mbps
in 2011.
Cost items modeled include: active
NE (CO switch, CPE), passive compo-
nents (splitter, ODF, fiber) and OPEX
(space, power). It can be noted that both
technologies use the same OSP infra-
structure (civil works etc.) and that cost
is ignored in this model. 
Comparing the CAPEX/sub (Figure
12) shows that EPON provides a lower
start-up cost in the initial years, but re-
quires significant investment in
future years.
• Present Value of Savings
of GPON over EPON =
17% (SFR), 19% (MDU)
and 30% (Enterprise) 
Figure 13 provides a break-
down of the key cost elements
for the SFR case. When the band-
width is low (<20 Mbps until 2008),
EPON saves on all cost compo-
nents. With increased bandwidth
however, GPON scales better cost-
wise whereas EPON needs more
OLT ports, splitters, fibers etc.
This is because of the lower
overheads and higher payload
bit-rates in the GPON technology
today compared to EPON.
Sensitivity analysis in (Figure
14) shows the key parameters im-
pacting the economics. 
Figure 14.  GPON vs. EPON sensitivity analysis
Figure 12.  CAPEX for SFR (year-over-year)
Figure 13.  SFR CAPEX Delta (EPON-GPON)
FTTH network economics
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The Top-2 critical parameters are:
– user bandwidth: if BW is below 30 Mbps, 
GPON doesn’t save compared to EPON,
– GPON/EPON price ratios for the ONT and ONU.
Evaluating these key parameters correctly will ena-
ble the operator make the right technology decisions
moving forward.
4. Conclusions
A detailed analysis of FTTH economics across a range
of different scenarios and parameters was developed
comparing GPON, EPON, P2P and Active Ethernet. Re-
sults for three real-world customer modeling case stu-
dies were presented with sensitivity analyses. 
They are summarized as follows:
Case Study 1: ( GPON vs. P2P network)
Over a wide range of take rates and parameters,
GPON provides lower CAPEX/sub and OPEX/sub com-
pared to P2P. This is primarily due to the significant OSP
fiber investment needed on Day 1 for P2P. 
• Average savings: 
CAPEX = 20% and OPEX = 55-60%
• 2-Tier GPON is more cost effective than 1-Tier
(for MDU) by 0-10%.
• The specific results above apply to an example
case of an overbuild FTTH network deployment 
in MDU; our studies show GPON savings apply to
an urban/sub-urban SFR deployment case as well.
Sensitivity analysis shows that the Top-5 parame-
ters impacting CAPEX are:
– fiber cost per meter,
– GPON CPE cost,
– Ethernet switch cost,
– real-estate/housing cost for Ethernet switches
deployed outside the CO,
– GPON OLT cost.
Sensitivity analysis indicates that the Top-3 OPEX
parameters are:
– Right-of-Wa y
– cost of energy
– fiber maintenance.
Case Study 2: (GPON vs. AE network)
Here an operator may consider serving FTTH
subscribers directly from the DSLAM chassis. In such
situations, the economics of Active Ethernet and GPON
will change considerably. 
• An Ethernet card in the DSLAM is expected 
to provide a cost effective solution for FTTH in
low or medium fiber deployment situations 
(take-rates ~10-20%).
• The CAPEX/sub difference between GPON and
AE are small (<5%), but OPEX/sub is a big 
differentiator. GPON provides OPEX savings 
from 5-58% with higher savings for increasing 
take-rates.
• In areas where no DSLAMs are deployed, 
GPON is expected to be more cost effective in
general because of the additional cost of building
the OSP cabinets for AE and significant OPEX
savings from a passive outside plant.
Case Study 3: (GPON vs. EPON) 
EPON provides a lower start-up cost, but requires
significant investment in future years as demonstrated
for all cases. A savings of 17% over EPON was obtain-
ed for the urban SFR model, 19% for MDU and 30% for
the Enterprise model. Sensitivity analysis indicated that
the two key parameters impacting the economics are:
– GPON/EPON ONT and ONU cost ratios,
– end year subscriber bandwidth.
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1. Introduction
The explosion of the long distance traffic and the con-
vergence towards all over IP affect the requirements
for the transport layer. FTTH may act as an accelerator
of this phenomena, and the transport bandwidth requi-
red by backbone routers is quickly moving from 10 Gbps
towards the 40 Gbps scale. 
Network availability becomes also a critical issue,
and whereas traditional implementations were based
on protection at higher layer using diversely routed but
unprotected transport resources, network operators
start to investigate on multilayer resilience mechanisms
to optimize the core network architecture. In this con-
text, one must consider that the IP layer could benefit
from protected transport bandwidth and/or reconfigu-
rable topology. 
This clearly makes WDM as the federating layer in
the core transport network and WDM granularity seems
to be adapted to the future needs, thus limiting the inte-
rest of deploying an additional intermediate layer in a
pure aggregation perspective. 
However following the explosion of the “Internet
bubble”, the downturn lead the different WDM equip-
ment manufacturers to reduce the development of new
products and advanced features. Some of them drama-
tically cut down on their R&D resources, which resul-
ted in the freezing of advanced feature development,
especially in the core transport WDM market conside-
red as less profitable than in the metro space. The so
promised control plane and associated end-to-end trans-
parency and switching are still roadmap features.
The availability of WSS as components at affordable
prices and the reduction of Photonic Cross Connect (PXC)
per port cost are marking a turning point in the WDM
market. It will provide the advanced switching features,
needed to build transparent, or at least hybrid transpa-
rent WDM networks (see [1] for definition). It is now more
a matter of industrializing these functions and develop-
ing the associated software.
At the same time, France Telecom WDM network is
undergoing major changes. Extended Long Haul (ELH)
systems have been introduced to lower the cost of the
overall network, while increasing the capacity of the
network, using systems of higher capacity (80 to 96 ver-
sus 32 channels) and generalizing 10 Gbps usage on
the overall core network.
However, as for most of the “Legacy” Service Pro-
viders, many existing links are still equipped with sys-
tems of previous generation. They need to be replaced
for different reasons: 
• They have reached their maximum capacity.
• The systems have become End Of Life and 
generate high maintenance costs. 
• They were purchased several years ago, 
at the cost of the market at that time and need 
to be disinvested because they generate very
high cost through the business rates.
It is then rather important to manage correctly the
upgrade of the legacy core network, considering all the
coming WDM system evolutions and benchmarking all
the possible solutions. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
architecture alternatives are presented in Section 2,
the architecture benchmarking in Section 3. The chal-
lenges of migration are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this study.
2. Architecture alternatives
The latest evolutions of WDM equipments allow for
building more efficient networks. As a first step, we will
review the various options that can be selected to de-
ploy a WDM core network, and evaluate their advanta-
ges and drawbacks.
Opaque network 
In a pure opaque network, the signal is regenerated
electronically in each node where the traff ic is acces-
Keywords:  tunability, PXC, ROADM, WB, WSS, WDM 
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sed. Depending on the option selected to perform rege-
neration, we can separate different classes of opaque
networks: it can be implemented through back to back
transponders or through an external equipment of a
higher layer with or without colored interfaces (Router,
Carrier Ethernet switch, OEO Optical Cross Connect...). 
As far as ELH and Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop
Multiplexer (ROADM) technologies allow for optically by-
passing nodes in a very economic way, this architec-
tural option might appear as completely obsolete. How-
ever, one shall note that some manufacturers have
worked on reducing the cost of regeneration through
the massive integration of optical components, making
these configurations cost effective [4]. The benefits come
then from the ability of such systems to provide switch-
ing at the electrical layer, releasing engineering con-
straints. 
Transparent network
In a pure transparent network, the signals are trans-
mitted end-to-end without any electronic regeneration.
Wavelength channels may be switched through optical
devices (WSS/PXC...) or manually, using specific high
density patch panels. Suppressing regeneration shall
reduce dramatically the cost of the overall network as
far as the cost associated with the enhancement of the
system performances, extending its reach, remains ac-
ceptable [2]. 
In practice, it is almost impossible to build a fully trans-
parent network at the scale of a European network, es-
pecially when an existing legacy infrastructure is in place
(old cables with large PMD values).
Hybrid network
In the framework of this study, transparent and opa-
que architectures must just be considered as reference
models. The evolution of the WDM equipments allows
now for building hybrid architectures that correspond
to intermediate solutions, where part of the previously
highlighted drawbacks (regeneration cost/reduced abi-
lity to tolerate large physical impairments) are circum-
vented using the latest technology developments.
Hybrid opaque network is an alternative of the opa-
que network in which ROADMs of degree 2 are deploy-
ed in some of the add/drop sites to reduce the number
of regenerations and simplify network operation. It cor-
responds to the way most of the long haul WDM net-
works are built today. 
Hybrid transparent network architecture is a varia-
tion of the transparent network in which intermediate
OEO regenerations are allowed to relieve the cost of
the network and simplify its engineering. The end-to-end
connectivity is mainly achieved through optical switch-
ing, either manual or automatic. 
Regenerator positioning is calculated for each path,
depending on the physical impairments that it experi-
ences, and is no more constrained by the architecture
of the nodes like in an opaque network. Thus, the rege-
nerations can be distributed on the network.
This approach does not prevent from defining spe-
cific points of regeneration in order to limit the number
of nodes where regenerations are allowed. This will simp-
lify the migration to a fully agile core network where re-
generations might be needed to solve wavelength con-
tention or performance issues after a channel has been
rerouted. In this perspective, limiting the number of sites
where regenerations are implemented allows a better
sharing of resources, appropriately placing some pools
of active and standby transponders.
3. Architectures benchmarking
A. Studied Scenarios
The most promising architectures have been bench-
marked in the favorable context of a green field deploy-
ment. Five different scenarios have been defined accord-
ing to the transit options. We will differentiate in the follow-
ing sections two types of transit, main and secondary
as depicted in Figure 1. Costs for main and secondary
transits may be different according to scenario and equip-
ment cost model.
Figure 1.  Node transit type definition
The first scenario “Hybrid opaque” is used as a re-
ference and corresponds to a hybrid opaque architec-
ture, which can be deployed today considering existing
WDM equipments. Wavelength Blockers (WB) are used
to provide the transit function in main direction(s) for
nodes of degree 2, 3 and 4. We consider that regenera-
tors are used for the channels that transit from the main
direction to a secondary direction.
The second scenario, “Hybrid transparent” corres-
ponds to an architecture, where transits in secondary
directions are performed using passive optical bypass.
This function can be implemented with different elements
(patchcords, optical amplifiers, multiplexers/demultiple-
xers...) depending on whether it is done at the band le-
vel or the wavelength level. 
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The third scenario “WSS”, is built on a hybrid trans-
parent architecture where Wavelength Selective Switch-
es (WSS) are used in nodes of degree 3 and 4 for the tran-
sit of the channels from one WDM link to another.
In the fourth scenario “Fully tunable”, we also con-
sider the use of WSS to perform multiplexing and de-
multiplexing of the Add/Drop channels.
In the fifth scenario, the architecture of the nodes is
selected node by node, so that the resulting network is
the most cost effective one. Thus any configuration from
the previous scenario can be selected, independently
for each of the nodes.
B. Network topology
The network topology has been defined according
to the existing France Telecom fiber infrastructure. Al l
related physical constraints (site locations, attenuation,
PMD, Chromatic Dispersion...) have been considered in
the network model. The network model includes a total of
92 nodes spread in France and on the European Back-
bone Network (EBN) as follows: 
The main characteristics of the topology are given
as follows:
Using the results of preliminary inter-
nal studies, the topology was designed
by partitioning the network into several
subnetworks. This approach allows for
releasing engineering constraints, by
reducing the network perimeter for each
subnetwork. Since most of the traffic con-
verges to the Paris area all subnetworks
covering France include Parisian nodes.
The Parisian nodes constitute gateways
where regeneration allows for crossing
the different subnetworks. In such sub-
networks several paths allow for getting
to Paris, which includes 8 nodes spread
out among 4 main sites.
The proposed architecture is based
on an analysis of the main traffic contri-
butions and on the flow distribution. The
subnetworks were defined according to
this, in order to limit the probability for
wavelength contention to happen, by re-
ducing their perimeter and increasing
their meshing level. The fiber infrastruc-
ture was also considered, so that the
break points introduced by the network partitioning cor-
respond as far as possible to the best compromise ac-
cording the PMD level on the different links.
The site connectivity degree has been limited to 4,
since the roadmaps provided by different WDM equip-
ment manufacturers show a possible limitation in the
short to medium term implementations.
Each demand that terminates in 2 different subnet-
works shall be regenerated. There is one exception to
the previous generic rule with the defined topology: 2 of
the subnetworks are bridged and allow on one path some
channels to cross them without being regenerated. 
Figure 2 shows the topology which was used for the
present study.
C. Traffic model
The traffic model was built considering that all the
existing traffic has to be migrated (if not already support-
ed by new systems) on the NG WDM network. The traf-
fic contributions include ATM and SDH traffic which are
quite stable, and L2 and L3 traffic that cross the core
network. Part of this last corresponds to residential traf-
fic; the other part corresponds to business services.
Figure 3 gives the traffic distribution from 2007 to 2010.
D. Cost assumptions
The costs used in this study correspond to the costs
provided by the equipment manufacturers for the WDM
systems sourced by France Telecom. They are revised
regularly according to the contractual conditions. They
include hardware, software, Installation and Commis-
sioning (I&C) costs.
Figure 2.  
Network topology: Hybrid transparent partit ioned network
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Figure 3.  Traff ic distr ibution
E. Methodology
A specific tool was designed for the purpose of this
study. The inputs of this tool are the network topology
and the traffic matrix. As an output, it provides for all the
sites the characteristics needed to calculate the cost of
the network for the different scenarios (Channel/band
Mux/demux, number of transits on the main and the se-
condary axes, regenerators...). 
The methodology uses an iterative algorithm which
is schematically the following:
• Find routes (or rings for protected demands) 
with the least number of regenerators according
to engineering limitations of equipments and 
nodes regeneration possibility;
• Assign wavelength(s) to each demand according
to possible blocking with other demands and 
to band filling strategy.
Two strategies for band allocation have been con-
s idered:
• Minimization of the overall number of 
used bands in the network.
• Minimization of the number secondary transits
handled at channel level (in opposition to transit
that can be handled at the band level) 
in each node.
The first one represents the minimum required con-
figuration, without any consideration on wavelength ma-
nagement complexity in the nodes. It is adapted to fle-
xible networks where degree 2, 3 and 4 nodes allow for
channel management at wavelength granularity (Sce-
nario 3, 4 and 5). 
The second one, on the contrary, considers wave-
length management complexity in priority, to the detri-
ment of the global number of bands used. It models the
specialization of bands that is desirable when nodes are
not equipped with reconfigurable structures: bands are
dedicated to a specific network path.
Figure 4.  Comparison of the benchmarked scenarios
F. Economic Assessment
The main results of the techno-economic benchmark-
ing of the different architectures are presented in Fi-
gure 4. 
The cost of each scenario is detailed for several con-
tributions: common parts, modules providing transit fea-
tures, regenerators, software (SW), Installation and com-
missioning (I&C).
From the comparison between the first and the se-
cond scenario, we see that implementing optical by-
pass for transit in secondary directions allows for sig-
nificant savings (up to 18%) since it allows for avoiding
unnecessary regenerations. Optical bypass can be per-
formed at the channel or at the band level. Going down
to the channel level implies to cascade more devices
and to increase the cost of the bypass. It is also asso-
ciated with an increased operational complexity. First
and second scenarios were studied using the second
wavelength allocation strategy, minimizing mixed direc-
tion transit in the same band. This solution corresponds
to what can be deployed today. 
WSS based ROADM seems to be a really interesting
option since it adds flexibility in the network. Providing
the ability to handle each channel path separately and
remotely, with the modules deployed at day one, it eas-
es the network planning since the wavelength alloca-
tion is no more connected to the band structure of the
WDM equipments. Additionally, the third scenario brings
significant CAPEX saving (5 points) in comparison with
the second scenario.
The full tunability increases significantly the global
cost of the network. The configuration studied here is the
simplest option and corresponds to a limited number
of WSS in the node. WSS are used in place of channel
Mux/demux, to improve the node flexibility and reduce
the commissioning time. Thus, the interest of this kind
of configuration is somewhat limited, since it does not
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provide the advanced features needed in the perspec-
tive of migrating to a fully agile network. As far as the
bands are efficiently filled thanks to the use of WSS to
switch channels from one link to another (as it was with
the third scenario), the overspend associated with the
use of WSS to replace the multiplexers/demultiplexers
is not compensated by the savings on the number of
ports and the number of modules used to perform chan-
nel add and drop.
The optimized solution, where the configuration is se-
lected on a site by site basis allows for limited savings in
comparison with the 3rd scenario (WSS based ROADM).
WSS based ROADM could be deployed in every site to
simplify network planning & engineering for almost no
additional cost. One should note that with respect to
OPEX, on site commissioning is required at both ends
to add transponders and connect them to the WDM and
the client equipment for all scenarios. It might also be
needed on intermediate site(s) if regeneration is requir-
ed (back to back transponders patching). 
Last but not least, the gain observed for solutions 2
and 3 slightly increases with the network load: the gain
presented in Figure 4 (for 2010) is 3 points higher than
the gain observed with the traffic up to 2007.
4. Challenges foreseen
in getting to a next en WDM networks
In a more and more competitive environment, the WDM
network shall be as inexpensive as possible, at both
the CAPEX and the OPEX level, and the flexibility shall
allow for reducing production time. Reducing the total
cost of ownership while increasing the flexibility is fe-
asible but really depends on the target we set: if solu-
tion 3 allows for significant savings, further increasing
the flexibility through fully tunable solutions makes
these two objectives antinomic. The WDM network shall
be designed considering specificities that differ from
one network operator to another.
A. Challenges associated with transparency
Transponders and regenerators constitute the big-
gest cost item in a WDM network. The main reason for
introducing transparency is to avoid unnecessary re-
generations in order to reduce the total cost of owners-
hip. Each time a channel needs to be regenerated, a
break point is introduced in the network. Commission-
ing this channel currently implies human field operation
in a location where the signal does not end. Rerouting a
channel on an alternative longer path is also challeng-
ing as soon as regenerations are needed. 
Nevertheless, increasing network transparency brings
its lot of challenges and implies to deploy equipment with
high performances.
At the equipment level, increasing the performance
is a key element to reduce the network overall cost.
There are three main axes we can play with: the capa-
ci ty, the supported rates and the system’s reach.
The highest is the capacity of the system; the lowest
is the probability to get wavelength contention. Extend-
ing the capacity has a cost since it implies to improve
the optical amplifier performances, or to reduce the sys-
tem’s power budget. Upgrading the capacity of the sys-
tems in place is most of the time traffic affecting. Another
reasonable option to increase a link capacity is to add
another trunk in parallel with the first one. In a hybrid
transparent network, this translates in upgrading the node
to a higher degree, which implies to have available ports
on the WSS: 1:5 WSS may appear as rather limited con-
sidering this point, and most of the equipment manufac-
turers go for 1:9 components on the LH product range.
Increasing the rate of transported services helps in
reducing the number of channels used in the network. It
also structures the network architecture since the mig-
ration of a system to higher rates implies that the design
has been made at day one considering engineering ru-
les of tomorrow. As developed previously, adding rege-
nerations to compensate for lower physical impairment
tolerance is not a good option. In this context, the deve-
lopment of advanced modulation formats like DQPSK
(Differential Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying) or Dual Po-
larization DQPSK which allow for higher tolerances in
terms of CD and PMD make way for smooth migration
since they solve part of the problem. Engineering con-
straint at 40 Gbps or even 100 Gbps could be lower than
those at 10 Gbps for current technologies [7] in terms
of CD and PMD tolerance. However, OSNR requirements
will still be higher with this modulation format at 100
Gbps and even 40 Gbps.
Depending on their technology, cascaded WSS may
degrade the signal with a wide spectral width, and their
ability to support a mix of 50 GHz and 100 GHz spaced
signals is an aspect to look carefully at when deploy-
ing a transparent network. 
Regarding the reach, if Extended Long Haul (ELH) or
Ultra Long Haul (ULH) systems have been introduced with
the aim of lowering the cost of large backbone covering
one or several states/country, one shall keep in mind that
in the frame of highly meshed network, any possible path
might be implemented. Even if the subnetworks cover
apparently limited areas, the deployment of ELH or ULH
systems may be justified to reduce the number of rege-
nerations: in the case of France-Telecom EBN, using
systems with a 15x25 dB reference power budget al-
lowed for saving up to 230 regenerations compared with
a system that has a 10x25 dB reference power budget. 
At the network level, partitioning allows for releas-
ing the constraint associated with the physical impair-
ments and network engineering. This operation is com-
plex and the main difficulty lies in sizing appropriately
the subnetworks: the smallest the subnetworks are, the
less constraint we get in terms of wavelength conten-
tion, and the weakest the physical impairments are. At
the same time, reducing the perimeter of the subnet-
work can lead to unnecessary regenerations needed
when crossing 2 of them. 
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A part of the study was dedicated to the analysis of
wavelength contention. Two simulations were launched
for this purpose. In the first simulation, all the traffic from
2007 to 2010 is routed one shot, allowing for a global
optimization. In the second one, the traffic is routed in-
crementally on a year by year basis, considering that
the planning activity is made every year, using market-
ing forecasts.
No wavelength contention was observed in the two si-
mulations. The link load reaches up to 81% on some links
and the maximum number of bands is reached on seve-
ral links. However, there was no need for channel sub-
optimized rerouting or wavelength conversion to solve
contention. No significant change was observed on the
global cost of the network for the different solutions, but
the global number of channel Mux/demux used increas-
es by 10% from 1st to 2nd simulation. One should note
that the target of suppressing secondary transit that re-
quire handling channels separately was not reached,
which would translate in strong operational constraints
for the solutions where no switching device is used.
A third simulation was launched in order to find the
threshold where wavelength contention starts to occur.
We then considered the traffic up to 2012 which fore-
casts a 50% growth of the pure IP traffic from year 2010.
We then started to see the first signs of wavelength con-
tention on 4 links, corresponding to the main axes of the
IP hierarchal network. Whereas the link load is of 58 to
87%, no wavelength can be found for additional requi-
red paths. We can then consider that the network parti-
tioning was rather efficient since these first signs of
wavelength contention appear quite lately and concern
a limited number of demands.
B. Interoperability 
France Telecom, as many service providers, has a
dual source purchasing policy. This contributes to let
the competition act, leading to significant cost reduc-
tions while reducing the risks, in case of equipment wrong
design, or procurement issues. It also guarantees the
network perenniality in case one of the manufacturers
is not able to meet its obligations. 
However, this can lead to interoperability issues,
especially in the context of a transparent mesh network,
where interoperability is not only required at the trans-
ponder level. Hybrid nodes built from equipments of dif-
ferent manufacturers seem difficult to operate, because
automatic level adjustments, gain and power control
are required for a consistent end-to-end configuration
and management: thus, considering nodes of degree 3
or 4 which interconnect WDM trunks from different ven-
dors is not reasonable. Mixing the equipments of two
different vendors in a transparent network would lead
to a heterogeneous network where different systems
cohabit in the same area with no way to make them in-
teroperate. Partitioning solves interoperability issues
as far as we consider deploying only one type of equip-
ment in a subnetwork.
C. Flexibility 
Degree 2 ROADM built with Wavelength Blockers and
higher degree nodes equipped with WSS should simp-
lify dramatically network planning, by providing switch-
ing at the wavelength level. These components remove
the constraints associated with band allocation, uncoup-
ling the wavelength grid from the band grid. A path will
no more need to be strictly mapped to a band, since a
band can be added and dropped several times and con-
tains channels that do not experience the same path
with this kind of architecture. ROADM can be fully con-
figured remotely by software, simplifying network pro-
visioning since external patching between channels
Mux & Demux is no more needed at intermediate points
where channels are bypassed.
Getting further in improving network flexibility and
lowering the OPEX, some WDM equipment manufactur-
ers propose to introduce TOADM, standing for “Tunable”
OADM sites, extending provisioning automation up to the
ends of the paths.
In traditional ROADM, multiplexing functions are still
performed by Array Waveguide Gratings (AWG) devices
and optical access ports are fixed: a color is assigned
to each port. A way to get the full tunability is to replace
the Mux/Demux by couplers or splitters and WSS. This
architecture provides a full tunability of the site: tunable
transponders are no more connected to a dedicated port
through mux/demux. This solution has been modeled
and studied in the fourth scenario. Its main advantage
is that everything can be configured remotely as long
as sufficient resources have been provisioned. 
Figure 5 (on the next page) shows the structure of a
degree 2N node. Only one transmission direction is re-
presented on each main axis to simplify the diagram. I i
and Oi+1 represent WDM line’s input and outputs on main
transmission directions i-i+1. Amplifiers are used at both
the inputs and outputs as in standard OADM sites to com-
pensate for WDM link and site modules losses. WSS
a llow for switching channels from one link to another.
Some splitters (after the input amplifiers) provide the
broadcast function, feeding the WSS as well as the drop
modules with the incoming WDM multiplex. The drop mo-
dules associated with each branch are built using split-
ters and 1:9 WSS. Amplifiers are required to compensate
for the losses introduced by these last. The add module
is built with several stages of combiners. The added re-
sulting multiplexes are connected to the nodes outputs
through the (2N-1):1WSS. 
The number of WSS used is rather limited: WSS are
used to provide switching from one link to another, and
to replace Add/Drop multiplexers. In the simplest confi-
guration, the number of WSS, NWSS, is as follows.
For 1x9 WSS devices used as demultiplexers, with
Chi = Number of A/D channel on branch i, N the node
degree.
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If full tunability can help in reducing commissioning
time, human on site operations are still required to con-
nect client equipments and this configuration presents
limited advantages [3]. Since a transponder is physi-
cally connected to one branch of a node; first and last
hops can not be protected against failures through this
configuration as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6.  Protection l imitations
The directionless feature allows for end to end pro-
tection or restoration. The corresponding configuration
is presented in the Figure 7. The WSS which are added
in respect to the previous configuration are represent-
ed in blue. The splitters that ensured the broadcast func-
tion are replaced by WSS (A). 2 stages of WSS are used
in the Drop modules (A and C). The 1:2N WSS (D) of the
Add and the Drop module provides the connectivity of
the transponders to any of the node branches. 
Some of the WSS are not strictly necessary since
they could be replaced by combiners, but their use al-
lows for adding flexibility and reducing losses on the
different paths. One shall note that any channel must
be unique at the output of C and at the input of D. Con-
sidering that the wavelengths will be provisioned se-
quentially and that each branch of the node will load ac-
cording to the same planning rules, the probability that
the same channels are used on different branches is
high. Thus, we can assume that j will be close to 2N for
the degree 2N node represented in Figure 7. This kind
of architecture increases drastically the number of WSS.
For a degree N node, the number of WSS will be:
With A=2 at the minimum and up to 4 if WSS are used
at both the receiver (RX) side and the emitter (TX) side
with j=N.
According to this, the extra cost for directionless full
tunability could reach 45% of the global site cost, to
which 15% must be added on the channel cost for each
of them. The configuration becomes really complex and
a high number of active equipments is crossed. It results
in a significant increase of the power consumption and
the footprint.
The configuration is directionless but is not fully non-
blocking since a WSS and combiners used at the RX
and TX side can not support twice the same channel.
During a path reconfiguration (after a network failure),
a transponder might be tuned to another wavelength to
solve contention issues. It can not be tuned to the same
wavelength as a transponder that is connected to the
same WSS or combiner. 
With flexible node architecture, a control plane could
be used to provide shared protection or Dynamic Res-
toration (DR) as it is implemented in SDH networks. The
savings on transport resources (capacity-distance) as-
sociated with the implementation of advanced restora-
tion schemes at the SDH layer (VC-4) is in the order of 15
to 30% depending on the network characteristics [5,6].
Implementing DR at the WDM layer has an advantage
since all the core traffic uses the WDM resources. The as-
Figure 5.  Degree 2N fully tunable ROADM Figure 7.  Directionless degree 2N fully tunable ROADM
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sociated savings shall however be closer to the gain
obtained with link restoration: 1 to 16% according to [5].
If protection is inherent to the SDH layer, additional mo-
dules must be added to standard WDM configurations
to provide this feature, which would dramatically reduce
the absolute cost savings as highlighted before. Ad-
ditionally, handling dynamic restoration at the WDM lay-
er implies to handle physical impairments. In this con-
text, some pools of transponders need to be provisioned
in almost every big site, not only for signal termination,
but also for regenerations and wavelength conversi-
ons. 
Focusing on costs and limiting us to the previously
reviewed configurations which correspond to the solu-
tions proposed by the different manufacturers, there is
no choice but to accept that, full tunability will probably
not meet savings expectations. Single stage WSS con-
figurations will not bring dramatic OPEX savings since
human field operations are still required on each end
to connect client equipment, and reducing further the
OPEX would imply the use of pools of transponders in
most of the big sites. More complex WSS configurations
add flexibil i ty but increase dramatically the CAPEX:
WSS costs will probably never reach the Mux/demux cost
level. 
We must then consider that a NG WDM network shall
support different ranges of services. Some of them are
not protected because higher layer protection mecha-
nisms are already used. Some others shall be 1+1 pro-
tected and require a high level of SLA. The cost of the
additional hardware needed to implement shared pro-
tection is significant since it implies to deploy configu-
rations with 2 stages of WSS. However, if it does not bring
the expected savings on the WDM layer, it contributes
to further increasing the availability of the services. Ad-
ditionally, two stage WSS configurations bring the pos-
sibility to reduce production lead-times, increasing the
network operator’s responsiveness.
It seems then advisable to investigate alternative
options to build more cost effective architectures consi-
dering that not all the services require the same treat-
ment.
Figure 8 shows an example of a configuration that
tries to minimize the number of costly units. It is based
on a broadcast and select model.
With this architecture, unprotected services and 1+1
protected services are supported on a traditional con-
figuration where fixed multiplexers/demultiplexers pro-
vides the add/drop capability. 1+1 transponder protec-
tion is performed through regular unit including a split-
ter and a switch, widely available through the different
manufacturers. WSS units are used to provide the RO-
ADM feature, as soon as the node degree exceeds 2.
For dynamic services which shall represent a limited
percentage of the whole services, splitters and WSS at
RX side and combiners at the TX side are used to gua-
rantee the colorless feature. A PXC connects a pool of
transponders to the RX WSS and the TX combiners. Some
additional amplifiers may be required to compensate
for the insertion losses introduced by the different mo-
dules. The PXC sees any direction, and any transpon-
ders. It allows for saving a number of cascaded WSS
(the number of WSS corresponds here to a one stage
configuration). As far as we consider that not all the ser-
vices pass through the PXC, its size maybe rather limi-
ted: a 64x64 PXC would handle 10% of the traffic in a
degree 4 node. Using external combiners and splitters,
we can also consider that this PXC will be closer to an
automated patch-panel than to a complex PXC. The pool
of transponders may be split in a pool of client trans-
ponders and a pool of transponders connected back to
back through their client interfaces, acting as regenera-
tors. 
This does not prevent from partitioning the network
in order to limit the number of regenerations and wave-
length conversions used to face contention. The insertion
loss of some of the components may challenge the en-
gineering but all the components used in this configu-
ration already exist and can be provided by optical com-
ponent manufacturers. Thus providing this kind of con-
figuration is more a matter of integration. A control plane
shall be added in order to provide provisioning automa-
tion, and handle the potential dynamicity of the resulting
configuration.
Figure 8.  A possible option to provide partial ly tunable and directionless architecture
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5. Conclusions
The implementation of transparent network at the scale
of a European backbone remains utopian and NG WDM
network architecture will be closer to hybrid transpa-
rent solutions, where regenerations are distributed in
some predefined locations. In this framework, network
partitioning will help solving wavelength contention,
while releasing engineering constraints.
WSS used to switch channels from one link to anot-
her will efficiently complement degree 2 ROADM to add
flexibility in the network. They could also help in reduc-
ing the total cost of ownership.
However, building a fully agile network which bene-
fits from a control plane introduction will probably imp-
ly to consider new site architectures where the number
of WSS is limited, to take up the challenge of keeping a
reasonable total cost of ownership.
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1. Introduction
The need for high bandwidth is inherent to video data
transmission. However, new generation videoconfer-
ence systems will be far more demanding than current
real-time video transmissions. A high-quality videocon-
ference system capable of providing a real feeling of
presence, including 3D representation, requires much
more than a high capacity network. Briefly, such a sys-
tem works as follows: a significant number of cameras
capture the video images from different angles. Next,
all the fluxes of data generated from the capture of vi-
deo must be multiplexed with the capture of audio, also
carried out from different positions. These audiovisual
data have to be transported to the other end of the com-
munication together with block matching and process-
ing information [1]. 
It is not only the large volumes of data that must be
transported which makes the design of the transport net-
work challenging; videoconference applications, and spe-
cially such a quality demanding type, are extremely sen-
sible to latency and jitter issues. Note, for instance, that
video and data are coded and sent separately and thus
a loss of synchronism at the receiver results in a low
quality reproduction and spoils the feeling of presence.
Some actual videoconferencing test results have pro-
ved that, to achieve a good performance, the end-to-
end delay must be kept under 150 ms and the jitter, or
variations in the delay, must be less than 20 ms [2].
Therefore, the goal when designing such a transport
network is to achieve ultra-low latency, i.e. end-to-end
latency practically equal to the propagation time, and
to make jitter as small as possible. 
In Section 2, the need for an all-optical network to
fulfil these requirements is justified. Section 3 introdu-
ces the optical switching paradigms that mark the phas-
es of VISION project. The switching mechanisms and
technologies enabling those paradigms are reviewed in
Section 4, and finally, conclusions are presented in Sec-
tion 5.  
2. The need for an optical network
Most of the currently deployed transport networks use
optical technology just as a transmission medium,
while the switching functions are performed in the
electrical domain [3]. This fact underlies some limita-
tions derived from the conversion of the optical signal
to the electrical domain: a bottleneck arises in the in-
termediate nodes due to the practical limitation of elec-
tronics to 40 Gbps; on the other hand, conversions to
the electrical domain themselves increase the comp-
lexity and cost of the nodes, and entail delays which
penalize the end-to-end latency to an intolerable extent
[4].
In the last decade, there has been a tendency to de-
velop and implement the optical layer beyond its origi-
nal transmission function. Ultra-low latency and high
bandwidth features required for next-generation video
communications can only be achieved by full-optical
transport networks in which switching is performed in
the optical domain [5]. Optical switching enables, in
turn, the elimination of certain layers from the tradi-
tional model, IP/ATM/SDH/WDM. This model overloads
networks with redundant information in the headers in-
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serted at the different layers. It also leads to a higher
complexity in equipment and control functions. The in-
creasing penetration of optical technologies into net-
work functions reduces costs and power consumption.
On the other hand, it makes management and control
plane implementation lighter: it enables models such
as IP/Ethernet/WDM or IP (GMPLS)/WDM in which it is pos-
sible to conceive a unique distributed control plane [6]. 
3. Optical switching paradigms
3.1  Optical circuit switching – Phase A
Optical circuit switching (OCS) relies on the reser-
vation of a fixed optical bandwidth, i.e. one or more wave-
lengths, to establish dedicated optical circuits over the
network. The process consists of three phases: circuit
set-up, data transmission, and circuit tear-down. One
of the main characteristics of OCS is the two-way re-
servation process when setting up the circuit. This fact
makes OCS suitable only for the cases in which the con-
nection duration is long relative to the path set-up time.
On the other hand, circuit switching results in low band-
width utilization if the traffic to be supported is bursty
[7]. In videoconference systems connections remain
established for a relatively long time and the nature of
the traffic is continuous, and hence this switching para-
digm results a suitable choice. Phase A of our photonic
network is based on the OCS paradigm. 
In most of OCS current commercial implementations,
optical circuits are permanent or semi-permanent. Ne-
vertheless, bandwidth required in such a videoconfer-
ence system is high and the number of wavelengths
available in the network is limited. Consequently, our
network should be provided with more intelligence and
flexibility to reduce the overprovision of bandwidth and
enable some QoS capabilities. 
In VISION, an OCS network with the capability to pro-
vide bandwidth dynamically has been developed [8]. It
is a meshed network with a distributed control plane bas-
ed on GMPLS (Generalized Multi-protocol Label Switch-
ing) [9,10], as schematically represented in Figure 1/a,
whose edge nodes have the building blocks depicted
in Figure 1/b. This implies not only a better use of the avail-
able wavelengths, but also efficient and quick restora-
tion of the services, the possibility of offering new ser-
vices, as bandwidth on demand, and a range of traff ic
engineering mechanisms.
3.2  Optical burst switching – Phase B
Although OCS seems to be appropriate for provid-
ing enough bandwidth and low-latency for the targeted
application, it is not cost-effective. A flexibility enhanc-
ement is required to adapt transport networks to the
necessities of today’s traffic [11]. Optical packet switch-
ing (OPS) is the paradigm we pursue. Nevertheless, sig-
nificant advances in optical technology, both in switch-
ing mechanisms and buffering techniques, must be achi-
eved before efficient OPS networks are made feasible.
A medium-term approach is optical burst switching (OBS).
In the edge nodes of OBS networks, several optical
packets are grouped into a burst. Once the burst is rea-
d y, a control packet is sent to “reserve” bandwidth and
set switches along a path for transporting the data con-
tained in the burst. The term reservation is not exact in
this case, since the optical path that will be used it is
not uniquely associated to a certain burst. There are
several protocols to carry out the set-up process but all
of them have common features: they use a one-way pro-
cess, and more importantly, bursts can cut-through
switches instead of being stored and then forwarded
[7]. 
The one-way set-up process reduces vastly the set-
up time relative to OCS. Burst lengths are generally of
the order of tens of microseconds; hence switching
times are required to be less than 1 µs, which is fast
but realizable nowadays. However, the issues of how
to deal with conflict situations and reduce burst drop-
Figure 1.  Distributed control-plane based network: (a) network architecture and (b) edge nodes building blocks.
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ping must be addressed. Optical buffering constitutes
the ideal solution to retain the burst until the appropri-
ate output is empty [12]. Nevertheless, this is not a re-
quirement for OBS. 
The design modularity of the network architecture
developed in Phase A enables the gradual evolution to
OBS. For instance, migration starts by introducing a
fast optical cross-connect (OXC) instead of a millisec-
ond range OXC. 
However, the physical plane is not the only issue to
consider in this evolution. The migration of the control
plane from OCS to OBS is not trivial. Complexity grows
tremendously, since optical packets are not sent any-
more through predetermined dedicated circuits. Aspects
like routing, signalling, or QoS, must be considered now
for every burst and GMPLS is clearly dedicated to cir-
cuit management.
Many studies have dealt with the operation, archi-
tecture and signalling of OBS nodes, as in [13] or [14].
Nevertheless, OBS networks are still in an experimen-
tal stage. We are working on fast high-capacity switch-
ing matrices. Concerning the control plane, an effort is
being done on adapting GMPLS to statistical multiplex-
ing.
3.3  Optical packet switching – Phase C
Optical packet switching provides the highest de-
gree of flexibility and efficiency to our network. How-
ever, there are some serious issues that complicate
the deployment of an all-optical packet network and
these are, as stated above, the practical realization of
photonic buffers and the availability of ultra-fast optical
switching matrices. 
In OPS every optical packet is routed independently
of the others. The packet has to be processed in every
intermediate node in order to configure the switch. The
packet header has to be analyzed while the payload
needs to be temporarily stored in the optical domain.
This store-and-forward way of switching entails the ma-
jor problem of OPS, since it is not possible to buffer the
light as it is done with electrical signals [15]. An app-
roach for “buffering” light packets relays on employing
coils of fibre to take advantage of the propagation de-
lay, referred to as fibre delay lines. This solution is thor-
ny and inflexible, since the fibre delay lines take up a
lot of space and the propagation delay, and thus the
storing time, is fixed. We focus our research in an ex-
citing alternative: slow light devices. So far, some stu-
dies have claimed that intrinsic limitations will impede
their use as buffers, as in [16]. However, some of the
most recent works in this field [17-19] show promising
results that indicate that it is just a matter of time these
devices become a practical solution for optical buffer-
ing. 
We have also considered the possibility of a “buf-
ferless” optical packet network, e.g. employing wave-
length conversion or the hot-potato or deflection algo-
rithm, like in [20-22]. Regarding the reduced applicabi-
lity of these techniques, we center our research upon
slow light as a promising buffering approach to enable
the evolution to OPS [23,24].
Photonic “buffering” is not the only issue in OPS. Even
if storing light was made feasible, the optical switches
must be incredibly fast. The switching times have to be
small compared to the packet length. The transmission
time of an IP packet at 40 Gbps can be between 10 ns
and 300 ns depending on the length. Therefore, in order
to avoid inefficiencies in utilization of the transmission
channel, the switching time of the optical switch fabric
needs to be around 1 ns or less [25]. The number of tech-
nologies capable to achieve this goal is even more li-
mited than in OBS.
4. Optical switching mechanisms 
and materials
Optical switching operation typically occurs after a sti-
mulus is applied. The stimulus is generated by a cont-
rol module based on the analysis of signalling infor-
mation, in the case of OCS and OBS, or based on the
packet header, in the case of OPS [26]. Consequently,
the design and optimization of an optical switch entails
two separate blocks equally important: the optical switch
fabric and the control processing part.
Several physical effects can unleash the switching
operation in certain materials. In any case, the switching
process influences the optical signal quality inserting
losses, and other effects, such as polarization depend-
ence and crosstalk, may occur. It also entails a switch-
ing delay that must be taken into account. Depending on
the switching paradigm and on the size of the switch
fabric, the upper limits regarding switching time and los-
ses will vary. Therefore, the switching mechanism and
the materials used to build a switching matrix must be
chosen considering those particular restrictions.
4.1  Mechanical effect – MEMS
MEMS optical switches consist on a 2D or 3D mat-
rix of micro-mirrors which connects the input fibres with
the outputs.
They are a mature technology which presents some
brilliant features, such as low insertion losses, low po-
larization dependent losses, and high cross-talk sup-
pression. It is noticeable too that they enable cost-ef-
fective large switching matrices. However, taking into
account our pursued evolution to OBS and OPS, we come
across MEMS’ biggest limitation: the switching time. The
switching speeds reported for MEMS have been in the
range of a few microseconds to milliseconds [27-30]. Re-
search has been done to reduce the angle through which
light is bent and switching times of hundreds of nano-
seconds have been achieved very recently [31]. These
times are suitable for applications using permanent or
semi-permanent circuits, and even burst switching in a
future, according to the latest results. Nonetheless, fas-
ter alternatives must be considered for implementing
packet switches.
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4.2  Electro-optic effect
An electro-optic (EO) effect is a change in the opti-
cal properties of the material, generally the absorption
or the refractive index (n), in response to an electrical
field that varies slowly compared with the frequency of
light. Pockels effect, particularly strong in ferroelectric
materials, is the most relevant to build EO switches. It
relies on the variation of n by applied electric fields. 
The EO effect is very fast and therefore high-speed
optical communication devices are expected to be rea-
lized exploiting it. As a consequence of the change of
n, the signal phase is modified. Coupled waveguides or
Mach-Zender interferometers (MZI) are simple ways to
build a switch module based on the EO effect. 
Amongst crystals available to develop these devices,
lithium niobate (LiNbO3) presents many winning points:
it is a low-loss ferroelectric crystal with very fast respon-
se to the EO effect, 1 ns, and also a stable technology;
fabrication techniques have been well established for
this material, as single growth techniques and wave-
guide fabrication using Ti diffusion or proton exchange
technologies [26]. Nevertheless, LiNbO3 presents some
drawbacks to take into account, as a high-driving volt-
age, polarization dependence and DC drift.  
Other alternatives have been studied to build electro-
optic switches based on different materials than lithi-
um niobate. Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is a ceramic
material with a higher EO coefficient than LiNbO3, which
leads to a reduction of the driving voltage [32]. PZT i s
nearly polarization insensitive and it presents also low
loss values. Unfortunately, it counts with some important
limitations: it is incapable to match the fast response
of LiNbO3; the fabrication processes are complicated;
and it is an expensive technology.
Polymers are a low-cost option for building electro-
optic switches. Devices made out of polymers achieve
the higher operation speeds. However, so far their los-
ses are too high to build efficiently operative switches
and they suffer from instability which can result in serious
problems when performing the switching function [26].
We consider switches based on the EO effect as a
promising alternative for the development of small switch
fabrics in OBS and OPS networks, particularly due to
their fast response. Our efforts are focused in solving
their drawbacks, especially those related to their low
scalability. Figure 2 shows some illustrative results of
the scalability simulations we have performed. An 8x8
EO switch was built from 2x2 lithium niobate MZI modul-
es, following Spanke-Benes architecture. One can see
how the amplitude of the optical field decreases as a
consequence of the insertion losses introduced by eve-
ry 2x2 module in the path from the input to the desired
output waveguide. Losses of current commercial 2x2
LiNbO3 switches are on the order of 5 dB, which certain-
ly entails a problem when concatenating many of them.
On the other hand, the residual amplitude observed in
the rest of output waveguides is increased, leading to a
degradation of the extinction relations.
It is noticeable, looking at the differences between
Figure 2/b and 2/c, how neither the losses nor the ex-
tinction relations are homogeneous. They depend on the
path followed by the optical field. This fact complicates
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network design in aspects such as the gain equaliza-
tion of optical amplifiers or the dynamic range of the re-
ceivers. Other architectures, such as Benes or Spanke,
homogenize these parameters. However, they require
waveguide crossovers, making it difficult to fabricate in
integrated optics and leads to serious crosstalk issues. 
The focus of our future research in this realm will be
set on diminishing losses and improving extinction re-
lation. 
4.3  Semiconductor optical amplifier gain modulation
Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are well-
known and commercially available. They are essenti-
ally laser diodes without end mirrors, which have fibre
attached to their ends. They are attractive to build all-
optical logic gates. Instead of inserting losses, SOAs
are able to provide gain to the propagating signals if they
are correctly polarized. Moreover, they allow photonic
integration due to their small size and inner structure. 
A SOA can be used as an on-off switch by varying
the bias voltage applied. 
The gain of the SOA can also be optically modulat-
ed taking advantage of several nonlinear effects. For in-
stance interferometric switches based on cross-phase
modulation in combination with XGM in SOAs lead to
an improvement of the extinction ratio [33].  
The switching times of current switched SOAs are
of the order of 100 ps. Much faster switching times can
be achieved placing the SOA in a nonlinear loop mir-
ror, and also employing two-photon absorption and free
carrier absorption in combination with ultra-fast carrier
cooling for the SOA recovery. These techniques achieve
switching time faster than 1 ps, but they entail compli-
cations so far unsolvable [34].
The SOA-based switching techniques explained above
constitute optical gates, i.e. 1x1 switches. To build lar-
ger optical switches, structures composed of couplers
and SOAs are required, as shown in Figure 3. The fab-
rication of these structures results very expensive and
hence just very small switch fabrics are expected to be
built on the basis of SOA technologies.
4.4  Arrayed waveguide gratings
So far only MEMS-based switches were easily scal-
able to large switching matrices. Arrayed waveguide grat-
ings (AWGs), also known as phased-array waveguide
gratings, enable the realization of large optical switch-
es with a single compact module. 
AWGs consist of two couplers connected by an ar-
ray of waveguides whose different lengths are care-
fully chosen. They always route a certain incoming wave-
length from a determined input to a determined out-
put. To provide some control functionalities over the
switch, reconfiguration properties must be added to the
device. 
Changing the input wavelength to the AWG in re-
sponse to a control stimulus makes it possible to guide
the signal to the desired output. Several research works
have studied this type of solutions, e.g. the WASPNET
(Wavelength Switched Packet NETworks) proposes an
AWG-based optical packet switch using tuneable wave-
length converters [35]. Tuneable lasers have also been
considered for this purpose, as in [36], where wave-
length accuracy and time stability is of outmost impor-
tance.
5. A proposed design for 
an optical packet switch
In Figure 4 we propose an AWG-based optical packet
switch. Control information will travel with the optical
packet in the form of an optical label. Labels are pro-
cessed and according to the stimulus generated by the
control subsystem, buffers and label swappers are con-
figured. No additional delay is introduced by the AWG
and thence the switching operation time depends only
on the label processing speed and on the switching
time of the buffers and label swappers. 
The electronic circuitry must perform the control func-
tions within a range of time valid for OPS networks, of
the order of 1 ns as stated in Section 2. This involves a big
challenge for current electronics. The introduction of
optical labels simplifies the electronic processing and
thence contributes to the feasibility of OPS routers. La-
bels may also be processed optically in a future, which
would reduce the requirements over optical buffering.
6. Conclusions
A 3D videoconference system with feeling of presence
has strong requirements regarding latency, jitter, and
bandwidth. These requirements can only be satisfied
by an all-optical network.
An OCS based network with a GMPLS control plane
has been implemented and current efforts are focused
on enabling its evolution to OBS and OPS, both in the
physical and control plane. Switching mechanisms have
been discussed in this paper. Electro-optic switches
represent a valid technology for OBS and OPS small
switches. Other schemes, such as those including AWGs
are required when talking of large fabrics.
We have presented a design for a large optical pack-
et switch based on AWGs and label switching. Labels
are capable of reducing control processing time and
thus reduce the buffering requirements.
Figure 3.  
2x2 hybrid SOA
switch module
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Along the VISION project we perform exhaustive re-
search in two specific realms: electro-optic switches and
photonic buffers. Hopefully, the results of our work will
enable the realization of a practical optical packet switch
and will contribute to the transition to OPS networks.
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1. Introduction
Multimedia applications such as video and audio have
recently become widely used, and the various band-
width flows associated with them now occupy most net-
works. Under the resulting heterogeneous traffic cond i-
tions, the character of the traffic flows is different from
that of best-effort data traffic. Therefore, quality-of-ser-
vice (QoS) controls are important. One of these QoS cont-
rols is call admission control (CAC), which judges whe-
ther new flows that arrive can be accommodated in a
network. CAC will be increasingly required to maintain
QoS as streaming flows occupy more and more network
bandwidth.
In a heterogeneous traffic environment, conventio-
nal CAC results in some broadband flows, such as vi-
deo, etc., not being accommodated because of block-
ing by narrowband flows such as audio, etc. This deg-
rades network utilization and is known as a fraction ef-
fect problem [1]. Several studies have proposed the use
of reservation controls to solve these problems, which
means that unused bandwidths are reserved for sub-
sequent broadband flows [2-6]. These controls have im-
proved resource utilization in networks [7].
It should be noted, however, that while network car-
riers benefit from improved utilization of network re-
sources, it is important to improve the satisfaction of
individual users. The level of individual satisfaction de-
pends on the success of CACs in accommodating flows,
but users’ satisfaction is not always proportional to us-
ers’ assigned bandwidth because the values of various
applications are not always proportional to the band-
width. 
Therefore, conventional CACs, which aim to increase
resource utilization under the condition that users’ s a-
tisfaction is proportional to the bandwidth available
to them, are unlikely to maximize total users’ satisfac-
tion.
As stated above, a focus on user satisfaction means
that the correlation between each users’ satisfaction and
the users’ own bandwidth must be taken into account.
The basic study reported in this paper is that broadband
and narrowband flows should be treated equally. Let
us assume that each flow receives equal satisfaction
as a result of being accommodated in a network, even
if each flow has a different bandwidth. Operating under
this condition should improve total user satisfaction.
This means that as many flows as possible should be
accommodated in networks, under the assumption that
flows that have different bandwidths are equal from the
viewpoint of user satisfaction. 
In a conventional research approach to this prob-
lem, a CAC that accommodates as many VoIP flows as
possible has been proposed [8]. However, the only form
of control provided by this CAC is merely to give prio-
rity to admission of VoIP flows. Moreover, this research
does not consider that users’ satisfaction is equal even
if there are differences in the bandwidth used for vari-
ous flows. Therefore, the method does not maximize the
total number of flows accommodated in a network. 
In this paper, we propose a novel CAC strategy for
maximizing total accommodated flows based on a new
philosophy that heterogeneous flows should be treated
equally in networks. We also propose a CAC algorithm
that limits flows to two types, narrowband and broadband. 
We first describe the concept on which our propo-
sed CAC is based and then present a theoretical analy-
sis of the model. We also present numerical analyses
that show the effectiveness of our CAC. 
2. Proposed CAC
A. Concept of new flow admission control
In typical CACs, arriving flows are evaluated whether
or not they can be accommodated in a network. When
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a bandwidth is available to accommodate a flow, the
flow is accommodated, but when no bandwidth is avail-
able, the flow is rejected. As stated in Section 1, the pur-
pose of the CAC proposed in this paper is to maximize
total accommodated flows by treating heterogeneous
flows equally. In conventional CAC studies, unused band-
width is often reserved for broadband flows to increase
resource utilization. In contrast, in this paper, bandwidth
is reserved for narrowband flows based on the fact that
multiple narrowband flows can be accommodated if one
broadband flow is rejected. 
In fact, maximizing the number of total accommoda-
ted flows is equal to minimizing the total call blocking
rate of broadband and narrowband flows in a network.
Therefore, each arriving flow is evaluated, whether it i s
accommodated or not, using the procedure proposed
below. 
B. Proposal procedure of CAC
1) Let bƒ be the bandwidth of an arriving new flow.
2) Let bnow be the total bandwidth of the flows 
currently accommodated in a network when 
a new flow arrives.
3) bnow is evaluated to assess whether bnow is  
greater than or equal to the threshold Th or not.
If bnow is less than Th, the arriving flow 
is accommodated.
4) If bnow is greater than or equal to Th and bnow+bƒ
is less than or equal to B which means bandwidth
of the link, narrowband flow is accommodated,
but a broadband flow is rejected. If bnow+bƒ i s
greater than B, every arriving flow is rejected. 
Figure 1. Flow chart
Th is the threshold that decides whether the band-
width for broadband flows should be reserved for a
narrowband flow. This Th should be appropriately con-
figured to maximize the total number of accommodated
flows. Below, we show the performance of our propo-
sed CAC using a theoretical analysis based on a queu-
ing system.
3. Theoretical analysis
A. Construction of model
In our proposed CAC, each arriving broadband and
narrowband flow is evaluated to assess whether or not
it can be accommodated in a network. Therefore, our
proposed CAC is modeled as a M1M2/M1M2/S/S loss
system, which means that both broadband and narrow-
band flows arrive independently in a network. We deri-
ve the total flow blocking probability (total call block-
ing rate) from the state transition probability by solving
the state transition equations of this queuing model.
Thus, an optimal Th is calculated that minimizes the to-
tal call blocking rate. As a result, we can maximize the
total number of flows accommodated in a network by
applying the optimal Th. Let every bandwidth in this
M1M2/M1M2/S/S system be normalized by the bandwidth
of a narrowband flow. 
Then, as shown in Figure 2, the bandwidth of the link
is normalized to s servers; one narrowband flow occu-
pies one server, and one broadband flow occupies m
servers. When one or more servers are idle, a narrow-
band flow can be accommodated in the network. When
m or more servers are idle, a broadband flow can be ac-
commodated in the network. In other cases, neither flow
can be accommodated in the network. 
Table 1 shows the defini-
tions of each parameter. The
bandwidth of the l ink is k B
[Mbps]. The arrival rates of both
the narrowband and broad-
band flows comply with Po-
isson distributions indepen-
dently.
ρ1 and ρ2 denote the arrival rates, respectively. The
holding times of the two types of flows comply with ex-
ponential distributions, with rates of b1 for narrowband
flows and b2 for broadband flows. The state probability
when the number of narrowband flows is n1 and the
number of broadband flows is n2 in the networks is
P(n1, n2). In addition, the narrowband traffic intensity
ρ1 and broadband traffic intensity ρ2 for each flow is 
respectively. 
Table 1.  Parameters
Figure 2.  
Model of heterogeneous traff i c
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B. Derivation of state transition equations
The state probability and call blocking rate when
there is no bandwidth reservation control in a hetero-
geneous traffic network were generally derived in a pre-
vious study [9]. The narrowband and broadband call
blocking rates are shown as follows, respectively:
(1)
(2)
General state transition equations in heterogeneous
traffic networks are shown in [7] for situations when the
bandwidth for both narrowband and broadband flows is
reserved. 
In conventional research on improving resource uti-
lization, only the bandwidth for narrowband flows has
been reserved. There has been no reservation of band-
width for broadband flows. General state transition equ-
ations in heterogeneous traffic networks are also shown
[3] for situations when only the bandwidth for narrow-
band flows is reserved. Because it is difficult to solve
both these general equations, these methods have on-
ly been evaluated using numerical analysis or an app-
roximate solution in conventional studies [10]. 
In contrast, we investigated performances when the
bandwidth for broadband flows was reserved for nar-
rowband flows. The purpose of this approach, which has
not been used in previous research, is to maximize the
total number of accommodated flows. 
Figure 3.  
Transition diagram for broadband and narrowband flows
(reservation control)
Figure 3 shows a state transition diagram. In this fi-
gure, the vertical axis gives the number of broadband
flows, and the horizontal axis gives the number of nar-
rowband flows. In figure, the parameters are B = 9, b1 = 1,
and b2 = 3. The number in each circle indicates the to-
tal bandwidth of narrowband and broadband flows cur-
rently accommodated in a network at the state. For simp-
l ic i ty, arrows that show a flow leaving (in a downward
or left direction) are omitted. From here on, bandwidths
kB [Mbps], k b1 [Mbps] and k b2 [Mbps] are normalized to
kb1, that is, kb1 = 1, kB = B, and kb2 = b2, respectively. In
addition, let B be b2N2 for simplicity in this study. 
In our proposed CAC, as shown in Section 2.B, if the
total accommodated bandwidth bnow is greater than or
equal to the threshold Th when a new flow arrives, the
bandwidth for broadband flows is reserved for narrow-
band flows, and an arriving broadband flow is rejected.
N’2 is the maximum number of broadband flows that can
be accommodated with reservation control. The range
of the threshold Th is  0 ≤ Th ≤ B – b2. 
Figure 3 shows an example when Th=4. When the to-
tal accommodated bandwidth bnow is greater than or equ-
al to 4 (bnow ≥ 4), reservation control begins, and arriving
broadband flows are rejected. When our proposed sys-
tem of reservation control is not applied, the number of
maximum accommodated broadband flows N2 is 3 (N2
= 3). When our reservation system is applied with a thres-
hold Th, the number of maximum accommodated broad-
band flows decreases to 2 (N2 = 2). Instead of using this
reservation, more narrowband flows could be accom-
modated. 
To set up static state transition equations from the
transition diagram which shows our proposed CAC sys-
tem, let the total accommodated flows bnow be conside-
red as b1n1 + b2n2 (bnow = b1n1 + b2n2). Here, state transi-
tion events in infinitesimal time (∆t ) are limited to neigh-
boring states because this state transition diagram as-
sumes a Poisson distribution for arrival and an expo-
nential distribution for processing. Therefore, each state
is grouped into six state groups from state A to state F: 
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Figure 4.  State transition diagram
In addition, because n1≥0 and n2≥0 are required,
when n1<0 or n2<0, let P(n1,n2) = 0. 
The sum of all state probabilities is equal to 1. This
summation is given by the following equation: 
(3)
In this equation, {A,B,C,D,E,F} mean a set of each
state, A, B, C, D, E, and F, respectively. 
Above these equations, which relate to all states,
are simultaneous linear equations with variable P(n1,
n2). 
By using P(n1, n2), which is derived from these state
transition equations, the narrowband call-blocking rate
r1 and broadband call-blocking rate r2 can be given by
the following equation, respectively:
Reducing total call-blocking rates...
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(4)
(5)
Both r1 and r2 mean the summation of state probabi-
lities which cannot transit to neighboring states when
a new flow arrives. 
C. Derivation of Total Call Blocking Rate
As shown in Section 3.B, when both the narrowband
and broadband call blocking rates are calculated, the
total call blocking rate, which reflects user satisfac-
tion, is given by the following equation: 
(6)
In this equation, α is the weight of user satisfaction
when a broadband flow is accommodated in a network.
For example, when user satisfaction is proportional to
the user’s own bandwidth, user satisfaction with the
broadband flow is equal to its own bandwidth for broad-
band flow (α =b2) [7]. In this paper, the weight of user sa-
tisfaction is set to 1 (α =1) as a basic condition of the
stud y. Under this condition, Eq. 6 shows the total call-
blocking rate when every flow is equal. 
Thus, to minimize the total blocking rate, we need to
find the optimal threshold Thopt under the constraint of
state transition equations. However, because it is diff i-
cult to solve these state equations [3], P(n1, n2) and rtotal
are calculated using numerical calculation for numeri-
cal analysis. In the following section, we describe the
performance relations between the optimal threshold
Thopt and the optimal total call-blocking rate ropt. 
4. Evaluation of the characteristics 
of our proposed CAC using numerical
analysis
To examine the effectiveness of our proposed CAC us-
ing numerical analysis, optimal total call-blocking rates
ropt were calculated by changing the traffic intensity ρ1
and ρ2 and by changing the threshold Th. This optimal
call-blocking rate ropt is given by the optimal threshold
Thopt, which minimizes the total call-blocking rate for
each traffic condition. 
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the optimal total call-
blocking rates ropt and the total call-blocking rates with-
out the proposed reservation control by changing the
traffic intensity ρ1 and ρ2 and by changing the broadband
bandwidth b2. 
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These total call-blocking rates without the proposed
reservation control are calculated by substituting equa-
tions (1) and (2) into equation (6). The horizontal axis is
the traffic intensity of narrowband flows ρ1. Each para-
meter is shown as in Table 2. 
Table 2.  
Parameters for mathematical analysis
We can describe the characteristic relations between
traffic intensity and optimal total call-blocking rate ropt
as follows. 
1) When ρ2 is fixed, the larger ρ1 is, 
and the larger the decrease is by the proposed
reservation control.
2) The larger ρ2 is, the larger the decrease is 
by the proposed reservation control.
3) The larger b2 is, the larger the wave oscillation
is of rtotal without the proposed reservation 
control. 
This is known as a fraction effect problem [9].
4) The larger ρ1 and b2 are, the smaller ropt is. 
Regarding 1), in Figure 5 when ρ2 =15 is fixed, while
the difference between ropt with our reservation control
and rtotal without our reservation control is about 1% when
ρ1 = 5, the difference is about 10% when ρ1 = 30. 
Regarding 2), in Figure 5 when ρ1= 30, while the dif-
ference between ropt with our control and rtotal without our
control is about 1% when ρ2 = 1, the difference is about
10% when ρ2 = 15. Therefore, the larger ρ1 and ρ2 are, the
larger the decrease in the total call-blocking rate is. 
Regarding 3), in Figure 8, if the total call-blocking
rate without our reservation control waves by the frac-
tion effect problem, our reservation control can prevent
the total call-blocking rate from increasing. For exam-
ple, in Figure 8, when ρ1= 21 and ρ2 = 15, the optimal to-
tal call-blocking rate ropt decreases about 15% compa-
red with the total call-blocking rate without our control. 
Regarding 4), in our proposed reservation control,
rtotal includes the weight of each traffic intensity. Under
this condition, the larger ρ1 is, the more narrowband flows
can be accommodated in the networks. Therefore, rtotal
decreases. In the following figure, we show characte-
ristics of the optimal threshold Thopt. 
Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 show characteristics of the
optimal threshold Thopt by changing the traffic intensity
ρ1 and ρ2 and by changing the broadband bandwidth
b2. The optimal threshold Thopt is the threshold that mi-
Reducing total call-blocking rates...
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nimizes the total call-blocking rate for each traffic con-
dition. The horizontal axis is the traffic intensity of nar-
rowband flows ρ1. When Thopt = B – b2 +1, this ropt is the
total call-blocking rate when the proposed reservation
control system is not applied. In addition, when Thopt = 0,
no broadband flows are accepted. 
These figures show the results when the traffic in-
tensity of broadband flows ρ2 is fixed; the larger ρ1 is,
the smaller Thopt is. This result indicates that the more
narrowband flows there are, the more broadband flows
should be rejected with a smaller Thopt. This enables
more narrowband flows to be accommodated, thus re-
ducing the total call-blocking rate. Moreover, these cha-
racteristics do not depend on ρ2. In Figures 9-12, the lar-
ger b2 is, the smaller ρ1 making Thopt = 0. When Thopt = 0,
arriving new broadband flows cannot be accommoda-
ted. This result indicates that the larger broadband
bandwidth b2 is, the more narrowband flows can be ac-
commodated by our reservation control. 
Figures 13 and 14 show the total call-blocking rates
when Th is changed. Figure 13 shows the results when
ρ1 is ρ1= 30 in Figure 9. In this figure, when ρ1 is as large
as ρ1= 30, the change in rtotal becomes flatter. For ex-
ample, in Figure 13 when ρ1= 30 and ρ2=15, the optimal
threshold is Thopt = 15. However, the total call-blocking
rates rtotal are kept almost unchanged when the optimal
threshold Thopt is set in the range from Th = 0 to Th = 21. 
In Figure 14, the difference in the decrease in the to-
tal call-blocking rates r total varies according to traff i c
conditions when Th is nearly Thopt. For example, when
ρ1= 10, the optimal threshold is Thopt = 22. However, the
total call-blocking rate rtotal increases to about 3% when
the threshold Th is set to nearly Thopt. Meanwhile, when
ρ1= 30, the optimal threshold is Thopt = 0. Under this con-
dition, the total call-blocking rates rtotal are kept almost
unchanged. Therefore, under this condition, a near-op-
timal total call-blocking rate rtotal is given by using re-
servation control when the threshold Th is nearly Thopt.
In other words, a near optimal total-call blocking rate
rtotal is given when Th is set to nearly Th = 0. In contrast,
when ρ1 = 1, the total call-blocking rate decreases, or
cascades, suddenly every b2, which is the bandwidth
for broadband flow; the smaller the Th is, the larger the
total call-blocking rate rtotal is. Therefore, under this con-
dition, the proposed reservation control is not expected
to be effective. 
Here, we focus attention on the cascade in Figure 14
when ρ1= 1. Figure 15 shows the narrowband call-block-
ing rates, broadband call-blocking rates, and total call-
blocking rates with this configuration. As shown in the
figure, this cascade is caused by changing the difficulty
in accommodating broadband flows every b2.   
Overall, we can describe the characteristic relations
between traffic intensity and threshold as follows. 
• When b2 is fixed, the larger ρ1 and ρ2 are, 
the smaller Thopt  is, which minimizes the total
call-blocking rate.
• The larger b2 is, the larger the decrease by 
our proposed reservation control. 
• The larger ρ1 is, the flatter the differences 
in rtotal become. Therefore, under this condition, 
a near optimal total call-blocking rate rtotal is given
by using reservation control when the threshold
Th is nearly Thopt. 
• When ρ1 is small, rtotal steps down with every b2.
Under this condition, the proposed reservation
control is not expected to be effective. 
Figures 13-15.
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Therefore, when Thopt is set appropriately according
to traffic intensities, r total is minimized. In addition, as
shown in Figure 13, rtotal approaches the optimal total
call-blocking rate under certain traffic conditions, such
as when ρ1 = 30, even if the threshold Th is not equal
to Thopt. 
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel CAC strategy for ma-
ximizing total accommodated flows based on the new
philosophy that heterogeneous flows should be treated
equally in networks. Our proposed CAC is modeled on
a M1M2/M1M2/S/S system, and theoretical numerical
analyses show its effectiveness. In future work, we will
evaluate the performance of our proposed CAC under
various traffic configurations because the number of ac-
commodated flows becomes close to the maximum num-
ber of total accommodated flows under some traffic con-
figurations, even if the optimal threshold Thopt is not app-
lied. We will also derive the optimal threshold Thopt for
minimizing the total call-blocking rate when the parame-
ters B, b1, and b2 change, and examine how to establish
the most practical Thopt. 
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The first mechanism takes advantage of multiple
equal-cost (shortest) paths (ECMP) where two or more
ECMP paths outgoing from one router can be used to
protect one another in the IP fast reroute mechanism.
However, due to a limited number of the ECMP paths,
ECMP protection cannot be used as a stand-alone pro-
tection mechanism assuring protection against link fail-
ures. Therefore, two other mechanisms, called loop-free
alternate (LFA) and multi-hop repair path (MHRP) are
considered. LFA protection consists of determining an
alternative next-hop address used in the case of a link
failure. MHRP is a generalization of LFA using multi-hop
tunnels to redirect packets from the failing link to a rou-
ter that is able to send them to the destination based on
a shortest path based forwarding. For each mecha-
nism we formulate an optimization problem as a mixed
integer programme (MIP). 
We also consider a combined approach where pro-
tection is assured through ECMP paths, LFA next-hop
addresses, or MHRP paths. Thanks to the variety of such
a protection mechanisms, the IP fast reroute technique
is able to provide protection for any single link failure.
The associated optimization problem (consisting in a
simultaneous optimization of a weight system, LFA a l-
ternative next-hop addresses and MHRP paths) is diff i-
cult and is thus approached with a heuristic method. In
our numerical experiments we evaluate the effective-
ness of this heuristic method.
1. Introduction
Shortest-path routing (SPR) is a widely deployed intra-
domain routing mechanism in today’s Internet. Interior
gateway protocols (IGP) like Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) or Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System
(IS-IS) determine routing paths as shortest paths with
respect to predefined link weight systems. Hence, se-
lection of proper link weights is a traffic engineering task
in the networks using SPR.
An SPR weight setting problem is NP-hard (cf. [2]) and
is typically approached with heuristics. Although the pro-
blem can be resolved with exact methods (e.g., formu-
lated as a MIP problem and solved with a branch-and-cut
algorithm) such an approach allows for resolving the pro-
blem only for small instances with up to, say, 10 nodes.
An SPR routing mechanism accompanied with periodic
broadcast of the link weights can be used to restore traf-
fic flows on paths affected by link failures. Once a failure
of a link is detected in its adjacent router, the router broad-
casts unavailability of the link, assigning a large weight
to it, e.g., the maximum possible value, which in the case
of OSPF is equal to 216-1. Each time a router obtains a weight
update message, it recalculates the routing paths and in
this way all failed links are eliminated from the routing
paths. However, link weight updates and recalculation of
the shortest paths introduces delay in traffic restoration.
According to [1] typical delays in OSPF post-failure
convergence are as follows:
1) Detection time
Delay of failure detection is of the order of a few mil-
liseconds (in the case of the detection on the level of a
physical layer) to tens of seconds (using hello packets
of routing protocols).
2) Failure local reaction
Delay related to generation and broadcasting of link
state update messages that depends on some internal
hold-down delays. 
3) Broadcasting 
Delay resulting from the link state update messages
propagation through the network. Typically of the order
of tens of milliseconds per each hop.
4) Shortest paths update 
Delay of the order of a few milliseconds due to calcu-
lations of the shortest paths with respect to the updated
weight system.
5) Forwarding table update 
Delay introduced by an update of the forwarding ta-
ble in forwarding hardware. For some routers it is up to
several hundred milliseconds.
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The post-failure convergence of shortest path routing (SPR) protocols used in IP networks can be too slow to meet the restrictive
requirements (i.e. maximum allowable delay, jitter, etc.) of the multimedia services and therefore new protection/restoration
mechanisms combined with IP routing are of interest. The article addresses the optimization of three potential rerouting 
mechanisms based on the IP fast reroute mechanism proposed by Shand and Bryant [1]. 
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It follows that the total path-update delay is not neg-
ligible. Although recent developments in tuning the time-
outs of the IGP protocols allowed to reduce the delay
of the SPR re-convergence to second(s) [3], new multi-
media services based on streaming transmission, e.g.,
VoIP or VoD, are typically delay (jitter) sensitive and still
may not accept this relatively slow SPR re-convergence
after a failure. Therefore, many current research activi-
ties focus on developing other restoration mechanisms
applicable in SPR networks and satisfying the require-
ments of the streaming services (see [4,5]). A promising
idea of an alternative recovery mechanism is a proac-
tive IP Fast Rerouting (IFR) mechanism, based on the
concept of MPLS Fast Rerouting. The IFR recovery me-
chanism is described in IETF draft [1].
Typical ly, network operators set SPR link weights
proportional to the inverse of link capacities or use uni-
form link weights equal to 1 (in the latter case routing
paths are the shortest paths with respect to the number
of hops). In fact, these two weight systems do not take
into account volume of the traffic demands (actual or
approximated). Therefore, the resulting routing patterns
may lead to otherwise avoidable link overloads or to un-
balanced network utilization. To overcome these draw-
backs, the SPR weight setting problem can instead be
approached with network optimization techniques. An
appropriate routing optimization problem is formulated
(as an instance of multi-commodity flow optimization
taking into account network topology and traffic demands)
and resolved with proper optimization methods. More-
over, while formulating and solving the problem, net-
work resilience to failures can be explicitly taken into ac-
count.
Assuming a set of significant failures that can oc-
cur in the network, we can formulate an optimization
problem which allows for calculating the SPR routing
paths in the normal (failure-free) state as well as in any
considered failure state. Resolving such a formulation,
we may try to find a weight system that does not cause
link overloads in any failure state (of course if such a
solution exists) and optimizes certain traffic engineer-
ing criteria, e.g., maximal residual capacity. Hence, app-
roaching the problem with network optimization techni-
ques is a suitable approach to tackle the problem of
weight selection.
In the article we discuss three proactive IFR mecha-
nisms:
– equal-cost multiple paths,
– loop-free alternates,
– multi-hop repair paths,
that are taken into account in the recovery 
scenario assuming single link failures.
Let e be the failing link and wo be the current weight
system. If there exists at least one surviving shortest
path from the starting router of link e to a particular des-
tination, affected packets are redirected to the surviv-
ing SPR paths (with appropriate ECMP split in the case
of multiple surviving paths). Otherwise (all shortest paths
from the starting node of e to the destination are using
link e in the normal state), the router checks if the failing
link e is assigned an alternate next-hop address (LFA) for
the required destination. If this is the case, the packets
are redirected to the router associated with this add-
ress and then are forwarded on the shortest paths from
this router to the considered destination. As both reco-
very mechanisms do not guarantee protection in all fail-
ure states (all single link failures), a third mechanism
seems unavoidable. This is the case when for some rout-
er neither ECMP split is used nor there exits an LFA next-
hop address such that when used does not result in flow
loops. One such mechanism is to use multi-hop repair
paths (MHRPs). A repair path in this case is a pre-estab-
lished MPLS tunnel from the starting router of link e
to a remote router. Similarly, as in the case of LFA, end-
router of the repair path forwards redirected packets to
the destination.
The considered IFR mechanisms allow for the com-
pensation of the negative impact of relatively slow con-
vergence of the routing protocol after a failure is detect-
ed. In fact, IFR framework, if deployed in the network,
eliminates the need for the post-failure routing protocol
re-convergence. The detecting routers simply locally re-
route the affected flows using either the surviving ECMP
paths, alternative LFA next-hop addresses, or multi-hop
repair paths (MHRPs). This can be done very quickly as
no exchange of information with other routers is need-
ed. Moreover, it guarantees that the rerouted flows will
reach the destination and will not be lost, e.g., due to
transient flow loops that are most likely to occur while
the re-convergence of the conventional IP routing is
concerned.
An important aspect related to the considered IFR
restoration mechanisms is the fact that they should be
taken into account while designing the distribution of
network flows, e.g., by the appropriate selection of link
weights, LFA addresses, and routes for MHRP paths.
The goal might for example be to optimize the utiliza-
tion of available resources. The best way to approach
this problem is to use network optimization techniques,
which is the main goal of this paper. In this regard, the
main contributions of the article are as follows. For each
mechanism we formulate an optimization problem as
a mixed integer programming (MIP) and consider a com-
bined approach where protection is assured either through
ECMP paths, LFA next-hop addresses, or MHRP paths.
Thanks to the variety of the protection mechanisms
used, IP fast reroute technique is able to provide pro-
tection for any single link failure. The associated opti-
mization problem consisting of a simultaneous optimi-
zation of a weight system, LFA alternative next-hop add-
resses and MHRP paths, is difficult and is thus appro-
ached with a heuristic method. In our numerical expe-
riments we evaluate effectiveness of this heuristic me-
thod.
The article is organized as follows. In Sections 2, 3,
and 4 we discuss in more detail three considered re-
covery mechanisms and present corresponding MIP op-
timization problems. Due to the difficulty of the combi-
Flow optimization in IP networks
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ned approach involving all these three mechanisms,
Section 5 is devoted to the presentation of an efficient
heuristic method that deals with this kind of problem. It
is then evaluated by means of the numerical study pre-
sented in Section 6.
2. Equal-cost multiple paths
In this section we present an idea of using equal-cost
multiple paths (ECMP) as recovery paths in the case of
a link failure (cf. [1]). Typical ly, when a network opera-
tor chooses a link weight system to be used in a net-
work, it may appear that there are multiple shortest paths
connecting some routers. 
Basic implementations of OSPF or IS-IS routing pro-
tocols do not clearly state which shortest path should
be used in such a case. Therefore, the deployed imple-
mentations of the SPR routing arbitrarily choose rout-
ing paths among the shortest paths, e.g., the protocols
can choose a next-hop address of the router with the
smallest id among the neighboring routers associated
with the shortest paths. Due to ambiguity in routing path
selection, many works concentrate on selection of the
weight systems generating single unique shortest paths.
Such systems allow for exactly determining the routing
paths without any ambiguity. 
However, in the case of a failure it may happen that
instead of one shortest path multiple shortest paths ap-
pear. Thus, in general, this approach does not overcome
the ambiguity. Another approach to deal with multiple
shortest paths is to use all available shortest paths to
carry traffic. With the help of hashing functions, the flow
is equally split in the router among each outgoing short-
est-path link (this is the main principle of the equal-cost
multiple path (ECMP) flow split). Ideally, the hashing func-
tion should allow for equal traffic splitting such that each
outgoing shortest-path link carries flow of the same (agg-
regated) volume.
Notice that multiple shortest paths that do not share
a common outgoing link in a particular router may be
used as IFR backup paths, protecting one each other.
The router detecting a failure immediately erases a next-
hop address related to the unavailable neighbor, and
distributes evenly the flow destined to a particular des-
tination to all remaining next-hop addresses, related to
the non-affected shortest paths. To protect as many links
as possible the split must be done at each intermediate
router. Unfortunately, a weight system satisfying this
condition does not exist. This is because for a particu-
lar destination there is always at least one router that,
due to the properties of the shortest paths, must not app-
ly ECMP. 
However, the protection based on ECMP paths is a-
mong the fastest restoration IP mechanisms (we have
valid alternative routes in hand). Hence, the optimization
problem that arises is how to choose a weight system
that generates ECMP shortest-path flows such that the
link capacities are not exceeded and a number of rout-
ers with multiple outgoing paths is maximal. Below we
state the related flow optimization problem. Its solution
is an ECMP flow pattern (and the corresponding weight
system) such that the link loads do not exceed the link
capacities and demands are realized on the shortest
paths. Our objective is to maximize the number of rout-
ers in which the ECMP splits is done. This problem is a
combinatorial optimization problem, and it may be for-
mulated as a MIP.
A. Problem formulation
To formulate the problem as a MIP we use the for-
mulation presented in [2] (see also [6-9]) that searches
for shortest-path routing patterns (and associated link
weight systems) optimizing simple traffic engineering
criteria for the nominal state of the network. Below we
re-write this formulation introducing a different objective
function. We use the following variables:
According to the above definitions the variables are
supposed to fulfill the following relations:
The formulation is as follows:
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Formulation (1) specifies a multi-commodity flow op-
timization problem in the aggregated node-link notation
(cf. [2]). Constraints (1b)–(1c) express the aggregated
flow conservation conditions for the flow variables x .
Constant hvt denotes the volume of the requested de-
mand from node v to node t.
Constraint (1d) does not allow the total link flow to ex-
ceed link capacity ce.
The quantity rb(e)t + we – ra(e)t in constraints (1e)–(1f)
measures the difference between the length of the short-
est path from a(e) to t (given by ra(e)t ) and the length of
the shortest path from a(e) to t necessarily traversing
link e (for the latter, the length of the sub-path from b(e)
to t is determined by rb(e)t ). Note that link e is on a short-
est path to node t if, and only if, rb(e)t + we = ra(e)t – this
condition is enforced by constraints (1e)–(1f). Hence, the
routing vector u determines the shortest paths accord-
ing to the weight vector w.
Constraints (1g)–(1h) enforce that traffic outgoing from
each node is distributed evenly on all shortest paths to
a destination, and constraint (1i) assures that traff ic is
not routed on the links that do not belong to the short-
est paths, i.e., constraint (1j) enforces traffic destined to
node t to use only the links e ∈ E allowed by the routing
configuration specified by vector u (i.e., the links with
uet = 1). Constraint (1j) allows maximized variables q to
be ones if only the shortest paths split in the consider-
ed node.
Formulations analogous to (1) were published in the
literature (see [10-13]). In [14], a non-linear formulation
of the considered problem is described. The basic for-
mulation presented in [2] is able to provide good qualit y
lower bounds calculated using its linear relaxation and
uses less constraints as compared to other models. How-
ever, a direct use of standard MIP solvers to IFR/ECMP
can fail already for rather small networks with, say, 10
nodes.
Notice that if a router uses just one outgoing link to
transit traffic to a specific destination and this particu-
lar link fails, the router is unable to transfer packets un-
til the standard SPR re-convergence is performed. Since
restoration based on the ECMP paths cannot be used
in such a case, another fast restoration mechanism
should be used instead. Authors of [15] (see also [16])
proposed one such mechanism, called loop-free alter-
natives described in the next section.
3. Loop-free alternates
The idea of using loop-free alternates (LFA) is to define,
for each destination, an alternative next-hop address
used in the case of a failure of any adjacent link. Once
such a failure occurs, the detecting router transmits all
packets originally sent through the failed link to the pre-
defined alternative next-hop address of a neighboring
router. Because the described mechanism concerns
only the local protection, the router associated with the
new next-hop address is not aware of the failure. Hence,
selection of the alternate next-hop address must be done
carefully enough to avoid traffic cycling, i.e., the router
associated with the new next-hop address cannot send
back the redirected packets to the router performing the
recovery action. Inappropriate application of the IPR/LFA
recovery mechanism may result in flow loops. Therefore,
we can only choose the next-hop addresses of the rout-
ers that can transmit traffic to the destinations omitting
the failing link. Clearly, to meet this requirement, the link
weight system must satisfy the triangle condition [15]. 
Assuming destination t, the condition determining if
l ink e, starting in node v , can be used as an alternate
next-hop is as follows:
(2)
As already mentioned, protection on the ECMP paths
cannot guarantee 100% protection against single link
failures. For this reason, a combined IFR/ECMP+LFA pro-
tection mechanism can be considered. Below, we stu-
dy an optimization problem related to selection of LFA
router addresses used to redirect packets from the links
not protected through ECMP paths for the given weight
system wo. Considering a fixed vector wo we can easi-
ly calculate the corresponding solution of formulation
(1). Let us denote this solution by (uo,ro,xo). Vector wo
induces a routing pattern. Thus, at this stage we know
which links can be protected using ECMP and which
can not. The latter one corresponds to the links that are
the sole shortest path links outgoing from some router
to a given destination. Clearly all paths using such links
are affected by the failures and therefore for all such
links we validate which of them can be protected using
the LFA mechanism.
To select the next-hop address for a specific desti-
nation we determine all links starting at the same router
as the failing link e and choose the addresses of the
routers satisfying the triangle condition for the consi-
dered destination. Then, for each selected addresses
we choose another valid next-hop address such that
the resulting flow distribution does not exceed given link
capacities. Although this problem is likely NP-hard, due
to a small number of admissible (with respect to condi-
tion (2)) links outgoing from one router (typically seve-
ral links) it seems reasonable to formulate the problem
as a MIP and resolve it with the use of a standard MIP
solver. 
For a given link e to be protected the MIP formulation
is as follows:
Flow optimization in IP networks
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where l oƒ’ tƒ is a constant representing the load of
link ƒ resulting from the selection of link ƒ’ as a LFA add-
ress to redirect traffic originally flowing through e with
destination in t . This is indicated by a binary variable
gƒ’ t equal to 1 if link ƒ’ is chosen as an LFA next hop add-
ress for a destination t ; and 0 otherwise. Clearly, the
weight system wo exactly determines the vector of link
loads
Gt
o is a binary constant determining if traffic to desti-
nation t can be protected in the considered router by the
LFA mechanism, i.e., if there exists at least one neigh-
boring router satisfying the triangle condition.
The formulation (3) is an instance of multi-knapsack
problem with constrained selection of items (which in
this case are redirected flows), where capacity const-
raint (3b) is mentioned knapsack constraint. Constraint
(3c) is used to enforce selection of either 0 or 1 alter-
nate next-hop address for the considered destination,
accordingly to value of the constant Gt
o. Admissibil i ty
of a specific next-hop address (to protect link e) depends
on obeying the triangle condition by the candidate pro-
tection links ƒ’, that is assured by constraint (3d).
As an objective function we consider minimization
of the maximal link utilization or overload (when protec-
tion requires more capacity than available).
Similarly, as in the case of the ECMP protection, the
delay related to the IPR/LFA restoration is typically much
smaller than the delay of the standard SPR re-conver-
gence. However, applicability of the ECMP or LFA me-
chanism can be still questionable from the operator’s
point of view. It is so because these mechanisms may
require link overprovisioning, but as in the case of any
local protection there is a tradeoff between short resto-
ration time and large capacity requirement. Authors of
[1] anticipate that the two discussed IFR mechanisms,
would be able to provide protection in around 80% cas-
es of single link failures. To assure 100% protection, an-
other mechanism is needed. One such mechanism, cal-
led multi-hop repair paths (MHRP), is discussed in the
next section. 
4. Multi-hop repair paths
MHRP is a protection mechanism applied when a dis-
rupted flow cannot be rerouted on a protection path us-
ing ECMP or LFA, i.e., in a case when there is exactly
one outgoing link, say e, (used by the disrupted flow)
belonging to the shortest path and none of the links dif-
ferent than e and outgoing from the originating node of
link e obey the triangle condition (2). Clearly, it may hap-
pen that none of both mechanisms can be applied. In
order to assure 100% reliability, we need to consider
multi-hop reroute paths that do not necessarily termi-
nate in the routers adjacent to the originating node of
the failing link. In general, following [1], in most of the
cases it can be achieved when using two-hops reroute
paths only. Although, the ECMP and LFA mechanisms
can be adopted in IP quite easily, e.g., as simple exten-
sions to the router’s software, the third protection mecha-
nism requires more sophisticated solutions, like MPLS
tunnels (cf. [17]), multiple FIBs (cf. [18]), or the mecha-
nism of the alternative shortest paths (cf. [19]).
Below, we investigate an application of MHRP as a
mechanism complementary to the ECMP+LFA protection
mechanism. Namely, a router detecting a failure performs
the following restoration actions for each destination:
1) The router verifies if there exists at least one
surviving ECMP path to the destination. 
If this is the case, the flow from the broken link
is evenly distributed over all the surviving
ECMP path links.
2) If no ECMP path exists, the router checks if an
alternative next-hop is defined for this destination.
If this is the case, the flow is redirected to 
the defined next-hop address.
3) If neither ECMP nor LFA can be used, 
the router establishes a tunnel to a remote router
used as a multi-hop repair path.
Clearly, using such a three-fold protection mechanism
100% protection can be achieved.
Now, we consider an optimization problem comput-
ing the multi-hop repair paths for all links that are pro-
tected neither through ECMP nor LFA for the given link
weight system wo. Again, the considered problem may
be formulated as a MIP. 
Assuming that link e is failing, the formulation is as
follows:
The above problem is solved for each link e that for
a current weight system wo cannot be protected either
by ECMP or LFA mechanisms. As a result of solving Prob-
lem (4) we obtain multi-hop routes that can be used to
protect these links. 
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The resulting tunnels are described by means of bi-
nary variables specifying, for a
given link e to be protected, whenever link ƒ is a part
of a multi-hop repair path to destination router t. Using
these variables we write down the flow conservation
constraints (4b)–(4c) assuring the continuity of the flow
carried through the tunnel. Since the end-nodes of the
multi-hop repair paths are not predetermined (they are
optimized), they are expressed by the values of the bi-
nary variables Seνt . A positive value of variable S
e
νt sta-
tes that router ν is the terminating node of the protec-
tion tunnel used for destination t. Calculating the link
loads one must take into account two elements: the lo-
ad resulting from the selected multi-hop repair paths,
and the load resulting from the ECMP paths from the
selected end-nodes of the multi-hop repair paths to the
traffic destinations. Constraint (4d) is a capacity const-
raint taking into account link loads resulting from the
multi-hop repair paths, determined by the first term in the
sum, where xoet is a constant representing an amount of
traffic sent in a normal state to destination t on link e
(link e is the link to be protected). The second term of
the sum (4d) represents the link load components indu-
ced by the flows leaving MHRP paths and sent to the
destination using shortest paths. This is achieved us-
ing constant noνtf which is equal to the amount of traff ic
sent through link ƒ to destination t if we decide to use
an MHRP path that terminates in ν. Constraints (4e) and
(4f) assure that protected link e cannot be used in any
MHRP path and that MHRP path cannot terminate in the
originating node of link e respectively.
When solving Problem (4) our primary goal is to find a
tunnel configuration that does not cause link overloads,
or when it is unavoidable, tries to minimize the overload
given as z. This is reflected in the objective function by
the component (a + b)α. α is a big-M constant equal to
|E |⋅|V|, and a is a binary variable equal to 1 if at least one
link becomes overloaded z >1 (cf. constraint (4g)). b was
used to linearize (cf. constraint (4h)) the original version
of (a + b)α given as a non-linear expression αaz focus-
ing optimization on the minimization of z whenever z >1.
This is our primary goal. Whenever z goes below 1 (there
are no overloaded links) the optimization switches to
minimization of the total length of MHRP paths (due to
(a + b)α = 0. The second goal is expressed in the objec-
tive function using component If it happens
that for two different solutions their resulting total lengths
of MHRP paths are equivalent, the solution with smal-
ler value of z if preferable (thanks to sole z that is also
minimized in the objective function).
5. Resolving methods
In this section we present an efficient heuristic method
for resolving the general SPR routing optimization pro-
blem with combined ECMP+LFA+MHRP protection. The
problem consists in determining a weight system (in-
ducing the ECMP protection), valid LFA next-hop addres-
ses, and the MHRP paths, such that all links in the net-
work are protected through one of the considered IFR
mechanisms. We assume that the link capacities and
the traffic demands are given. To resolve the problem
we adopt a heuristic approach that consists in decom-
posing the resolution process into three phases.
Algorithm 1 Resolving method
P1: Find a weight system w (e.g., resolving the for-
mulation (1)). Denote the resulting solution by wo. For wo
calculate SPR flow distribution pattern in the normal
state. Notice that the given weight system already de-
termines where the ECMP protection can be used.
P2: Denote by S the set of all unprotected links (as-
sociated with single shortest paths outgoing from a spe-
cific router). For each unprotected link e ∈ S resolve for-
mulation (3) and remove links that can be protected by
the LFA alternate next-hop addresses from the set S.
P3: For each of the remaining links e ∈ S resolve for-
mulation (4). Evaluate the obtained nominal and protec-
tion routing patterns with respect to objective function
(5). If the obtained value is unsatisfactory go back to
phase P1 in order to find another candidate link weight
system different from the previously found; otherwise,
stop the procedure.
The resulting procedure (cf. Algorithm 1) searches
for a weight system that minimizes the value of the pe-
nalty function given below:
(5)
The role of the first component is to minimize the va-
lue of z regardless to the number of MHRP paths used
and their total length if z >1. Again, a is a binary vari-
able reflecting the existence of link overloads. More pre-
cisely a =1 if z >1 – overloaded links are identified, and
a = 0 otherwise. Since the coefficient of the first term α
is set to |E |⋅|V | ⋅(β+1), i.e., the value bigger than any pos-
sible value of the other remaining components, it domi-
nates them all. Therefore, the resolution procedure in its
early stage tries to find the solutions that do not contain
overloaded links with a little regard to the number of
MHRP paths used.
When the solution with z ≤1 is found it is evaluated
with respect to the number of used MHRP paths in the first
place. For this purpose we introduce a binary variable
mt
e,e ∈ E,t ∈V equal to 1 if traffic sent on link e to the des-
tination t is protected by the MHRP path, and 0 otherwi-
se. Constant β =|E |2⋅|V |+1 is set big enough in order to
dominate the remaining components.
The third term in (5) is responsible for minimization
of the total length of MHRP paths used. As a result, a
weight system with the smallest total length of MHRP
paths is evaluated as most profitable. Assuming that the
value of z does not exceed 1 in the currently considered
weight system (no overloaded links are present), the
total length of the MHRP paths is expected to dominate
the last term, that minimizes the maximal link utiliza-
tion.
Notice that the general form of Algorithm 1 admits to
use any method for searching the global space of fe-
asible link weight systems. For this purpose any meta-
heuristic or exact branch-and-bound-like procedure
can be applied. In the second phase the method recal-
culates a flow distribution pattern with the ECMP pro-
tection applied in all routers where at least two shor-
test paths exist to a given destination. Next, the proce-
dure verifies if non-protected links may utilize the LFA
next-hop mechanism. If it is the case they are selected
so to minimize the value of z.
The method we used for the selection of wo used in
P1 is based on the Local Search meta-heuristic. It starts
from a base weight system with all link weights equal
to 5. In each iteration we modify the link weights of 30%
randomly chosen links. Each time a better weight sys-
tem is found it replaces the base weight system. The
weights are modified by adding random numbers cho-
sen uniformly from a range [–R;R ]. 
More precisely,
Initially R is set to 5 and every 200 iterations is decre-
ased by 1. When R reaches the value of 0 the process is
stopped and the whole method is restarted. Additionally,
before each iteration weights that correspond to most 
heavily loaded links are increased by or the
number of MHRP connections in the current best solu-
tion is equal to zero. The same changes apply to weights
which correspond to links that are not protected either
by ECMP or by LFA, when z ≤1 and the current best solu-
tion requires the MHRP connections to be established in
order to provide the full protection of affected flows.
6. Numerical results
In our numerical experiments we tested the efficiency
of the method presented in Section 5. In the implemen-
tation the subproblems of phases P2 and P3 were sol-
ved using the branch-and-cut algorithm of CPLEX 10.1
(cf. [20]). We tested the method using 17 different net-
work examples. More details about the instances used
together with numerical results are presented in Table 1
(down). 
For each considered example network the table con-
tains the information about the number of nodes and links
in the network. Moreover, it contains results obtained
for three different methods for the weight system selec-
tion. The first strategy (called “Heuristic”) refers to the
heuristic method described in Section 5. The second and
the third method are simple approaches to the weight
setting problem, i.e., all link weights are uniformly set
to 1 (we =1,e ∈ E ) or proportionally to the inverse of link 
capacity
For each of those strategies three different numerical
values were collected: z – fraction of the capacity used
on the most heavily loaded link, MHRP – number of the
MHRP connections that have to be established in order
to assure a full protection of all demands, MHRP length
– sum of the lengths of the established MHRP connec-
tions. 
The table also contains the information about the
number of iterations the heuristic method managed to per-
form for each problem instance during a 3-hour period
of time.
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The experiments were performed on a machine run-
ning Windows XP on an Intel Pentium 4 (3.0 GHz) proces-
sor with 1.96 GB of RAM. The CPU usage limit was set to
50% and the execution time of the procedure was limi-
ted to 3 hours for each particular run.
Analyzing the results presented in Table 1 obtained for
simple weight system selections with the results pro-
vided by our method we can conclude that optimization
of weights is highly recommended. Neither the equal
weights nor the weights proportional to the inverses of
link capacities provide results comparable to those achi-
eved using the system calculated by our method. 
The greatest differences, from an operator’s point of
view, can be seen as far as cost239_defaultTM, cost239








_ecmpScaledTM, and cost239_sprScaledTM networks
are concerned. In the first two cases the proposed heu-
ristic approach provides a solution that does not cause
network overloads. Note that, this is not the case with
the naive approaches where provided solutions are cha-
racterized by z >1. In the third network, the proposed
method finds a solution that does not require the MHRP
connections to be implemented, and this fact signifi-
cantly limits the financial burden imposed on the ope-
rator.
Concerning the behavior of our algorithm, the con-
ducted experiments allow for concluding that the met-
hod works well for both overloaded (z >1) and non-over-
loaded (z ≤1) networks. This is illustrated in two figures
(on the previous page) that present the behavior of the
algorithm in the function of time. 
Figure 1 contains the performance data of the meth-
od while solving network12 problem instance, while
Figure 2 deals with problem labnet_sprScaledTM. Each
column in the diagrams corresponds to a moment when
a better solution was found by the heuristic method.
Each solution is characterized by the number of the re-
quired MHRP connections (grey column), sum of their
lengths (black column) and the value of z (solid line). In
Figure 1, when z >1, the algorithm optimizes z regard-
less of the number and lengths of the MHRP connec-
tions. On the other hand, Figure 2 shows that the pro-
cedure focuses on minimization of the number of the
MHRP connections when z ≤1. Note that, the latter figu-
re does not present the whole optimization process.
The reason is because the following improvements were
much less frequent, and extending the x-axis to 3 hours
would blur the presented best solutions found in the
early iterations of the algorithm. 
The final results for the problem instance can be fo-
und in Table 1.
7. Conclusion
In this article we have considered three different pro-
tection/restoration IP mechanisms that aim at improv-
ing the reactivity of IP routing in the case of failures.
These are Equal Cost Multiple Path (ECMP) based flow
restoration, Loop-Free Alternates (LFA) and Multi-Hop
Repair Paths (MHRP). The considered IP fast reroute (IFR)
mechanisms compensate the negative impact of rela-
tively slow convergence of the routing protocol after a
failure is detected. In fact, IFR framework, if deployed
in the network, eliminates the need for the post-failure
routing protocol re-convergence. The detecting routers
simply locally reroute affected flows with the guaran-
tee that the rerouted flows will reach the destination and
will not be lost (e.g., due to transient flow loops). This
is in general very important for different types of stre-
aming services requiring low packet loss ratio, low jit-
ter, etc. 
The considered restoration mechanisms, when dep-
loyed in the network, could be taken into account while
designing the network flows distribution in order to op-
timize the utilization of available resources. In this con-
text the article focuses on optimization techniques that
can be used to solve related network design problems.
First, each presented mechanism is considered sepa-
rately and exact resolution approach based on solving
the MIP problem formulations using a Branch-and-Cut
algorithm is discussed. Then all IFR mechanisms are
assumed to coexist in order to assure 100% reliability.
Due to the complexity of the resulting problem, exact
optimization methods may not be applicable. Therefore,
an efficient heuristic method based on a three phase
problem decomposition is proposed. It focuses on de-
termination of a link weight system for which the net-
work flows do not cause link overloads, and such that
the number of flows protected either by ECMP or LFA i s
maximal. 
Analyzing the results of the numerical experiments
we conclude that our heuristic algorithm allows to ob-
tain solutions that are much better as compared to the
solutions with non-optimized systems of link weights,
both in terms of network resources utilization and the
number of flows protected using ECMP and LFA mecha-
nisms.
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1. Introduction and motivation
Broadcast TV is one of the key services offered by most
telecom operators nowadays. This service presents strict
requirements in terms of survivability since a very high
number of users would be affected by a failure in its
distribution. Therefore, broadcast TV transport connec-
tions should be able to face multiple simultaneous link
failures in order to achieve 99,999% availability.
Currently, there exist multiple transport alternatives
for broadcast video distribution in metro and core net-
works. Operators can choose among layer 1 (NG-SDH,
OTH), layer 2 (PBB, PBB-TE, T-MPLS, RPR) and layer 3
(IP/MPLS) transport solutions. While most of these tech-
nologies already include protection mechanisms for
multicast connections, the development of restoration
mechanisms for multicast traffic is still an open issue.
In this context, this paper provides a performance ana-
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In this paper we give an overview of the network architecture and of the resilience requirements for both metro and core networks.
We propose and evaluate various protection mechanisms for the metro network and restoration mechanisms for the core network,
and evaluate them by extensive simulations, showing that the quality of the tree obtained after the failure is much less important
than the restoration time, that strongly depends on the algorithm that determines the new tree. We evaluate how the interrupts
of protection switching and restoration affect the experienced quality of service for different video formats and resolutions.
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lysis of resilience solutions for broadcast TV services
in metro and core networks based on a combination of
both multicast transport and restoration.
2. Distribution architecture 
and requirements for broadcast TV
services
Broadcast TV service is based on the digitalization, com-
pression and transmission and decoding of video sig-
nals over IP networks.
The distribution architecture of this type of services
is explained as follows (Figure 1): 
• A regional TV head-end receives all the national
and international TV channels by means of satellite,
fibre or wireless connections.
• Then TV channels are broadcasted within the 
regional network following two steps: a multicast
transport over IP in the backbone and a multicast
transport over Layer 2 in the metro area.
• Therefore, each DSLAM can receive all TV 
channels. However, due to the bandwidth limitations
of the access segment, the end user only receives
the selected channels.
Table 1 shows the bandwidth requirements of most
common Broadcast TV services:
Broadcast TV traffic volume does not depend on the
number of customers but on the number, definition and
coding of TV channels. So, TV traffic volume would be
similar in the metro access and metro core segments.
For example, 100 HDTV channels, with MPEG 4 coding,
will need 1 Gbps from the TV head-end to the rest of Ser-
vice PoPs in the metro core, and from the Service PoP
to the access nodes in the metro access.
Considering resilience issues of IP-TV services, we
can mention the following topics:
• This service requires resilience mechanisms for
high capacity multicast traffic. 
Total capacity depends on the number of 
TV channels, and the capacity per channel 
(definition and coding technique). 
• A very high number of users would be affected
by a total service cut. Therefore, broadcast TV
transport connections should be able to face 
multiple simultaneous link failures. 
• Recovery speed should be lower than 50 ms 
in case of a single failure and lower than 1 s 
in case of multiple failures [1].
• Neither retransmission nor FEC techniques are
used due to strict jitter requirements. 
Therefore very low packet loss rates are required.
Table 2 shows a summary of the main resilience re-
quirements for Broadcast TV services.
3. Transport and resilience alternatives
for Broadcast TV distribution
A possible alternative for Broadcast TV distribution is
Multi-Protocol Label Switching over IP (IP/MPLS) whose
Fast Reroute (FRR) mechanism supports both unicast
and multicast traffic. FRR is based on pre-planned pro-
tection schemes which are specially adapted to single
failures situations.
Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) is a layer 2 mul-
tipoint VPN that allows multiple sites to be connected
in a single bridged domain over a provider managed IP/
MPLS network. So, MPLS-based Fast Reroute mecha-
nism can be used to ensure sub-50 ms protection [2].
Provider Backbone Bridges (PBB) support multicast
over Carrier Ethernet networks. Packets are forwarded
and replicated according to their Backbone MAC. Ser-
vice is still connectionless, flooding is used when des-
tination MAC addresses are not recognized, and span-
ning tree protocol (STP) is used to prevent loops.
Provider Backbone Bridges – Traffic Engineering
(PBB-TE) is solving the survivability problems of PBB
by disabling STP and implementing 50 ms recovery with
fast 802.1ag CFM OAM. However 802.1ag only imple-
ments protection mechanisms for unicast traffic. Resto-
ration mechanisms are not available yet due to the lack
of a distributed control plane. Current PBB-TE stand-
ards work does not address P2MP architectures.
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Table 1.  
The bandwidth 
requirements of 
the most common 
Broadcast TC services
Table 2.  




Provider Link State Bridging (PLSB) is an extension
of PBB-TE which supports multicast transport. It could in-
clude either protection or restoration mechanisms. How-
ever, there are no standardization initiatives for PLSB
yet.
Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) that is based on a dual
counter-rotating ring can be used for video multicasting.
Transport-Multiprotocol Label Switching (T-MPLS) is
a connection-oriented packet switched transport layer
technology. T-MPLS supports almost all the protection
mechanisms of typical transport networks with sub-50
ms protection switching time (relying on hardware-bas-
ed OAM implementation). Some open issues of this
technology are the standardization of OAM and resili-
ence mechanisms for P2MP connections and the T-MPLS
control plane definition.
Next Generation-Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (NG-
SDH) is one of the most extended technologies in me-
tro-core and core networks, and is mainly aimed at pro-
viding a bridging point between the legacy TDM archi-
tectures and new IP and Ethernet transport networks.
Currently, NG-SDH networks can also include a GMPLS
control plane. According to it, both legacy protection
and new restoration mechanisms can be implemented.
There are two more technologies to provide Broad-
cast TV service. Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) imple-
ments both dedicated and shared protection mecha-
nisms in order to allow sub-50 ms lambda recovery. If
optical nodes include add&drop functionalities, then such
mechanisms could be easily used for multicast protec-
tion. It is important to highlight that the implementation
of restoration mechanisms in all optical networks is
much more complex. Optical Burst Switching (OBS) is
another possibility. It can be seen as a long-term alter-
native for video transport and it could be a good me-
chanism for fast video downloads. From a resilience-
based perspective, OBS is more fault-tolerant than OCS.
Table 3 summarizes some characteristics of the pre-
vious technical transport alternatives for delivering IP-
TV traffic.
Although T-MPLS and PBB-TE do not support multi-
cast distribution solution by now, there are a lot of tech-
nical alternatives providing it, as it can be observed in
the table. Then, we will focus in multicast mechanisms
for delivering Broadcast TV services. In addition, it is
checked that it achieves bandwidth savings in compa-
rison with unicast distribution solution.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate different re-
silience mechanisms for multicast connections.
4. Resilience mechanisms for 
metro networks
Once we have chosen multicast transport as the most
efficient one in terms of resource consumption, we aim
to quantify the possible differences between two resili-
ence strategies, such as 1+1 protection and restoration,
measuring the provided service availability.
4.1 Case studies
In the metropolitan area, we have developed the si-
mulations over the Madrid’s Metro-Core reference sce-
nario, presented in Figure 2.
As we mentioned previously, we will focus on mul-
ticast transport solution. So, a point-to-multipoint con-
nection is established from the TV head node to the
metro access nodes to transport all the TV channels.
In this part of the study, we have analyzed the follow-
ing case studies:
• Multicast distribution combined with protection:
the use of global 1+1 protection for 
the multicast tree is analyzed in a multiple failure
scenario.
Network resilience requirements and algorithms...
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Table 3.  
Some character ist ics
of the previous 
technical transport 
alternatives for 
delivering IP-TV traff i c
Figure 2.  Madrid’s Metro-Core reference network
• Multicast distribution combined with restoration:
in this case, we analyze a global restoration 
mechanism to recover the branches of the 
multicast tree in a situation with multiple failures.
4.2 Recovery procedures
In this section we are going to explain the operation
of the two resilience mechanisms that we expect to com-
pare in terms of service availability:
• 1+1 Protection: it consists of pre-calculating 
a working multicast tree and a backup multicast
tree, both according to shortest path algorithm.
There is another condition to compute the backup
tree: it must be link-disjoint respect to the working
one (Figure 3).
Figure 3.  Multicast with 1+1 protection. 
At the initial situation, we have 
established the pre-calculated working
multicast tree (Fig. 3a). After a multiple
link failure event, if there is an error
affecting any link of the primary multi-
cast tree, the resilience mechanism
(1+1 protection) switches to the pre-
calculated backup multicast tree, 
if possible (Fig. 3b).
In this situation, if a link failure affects
any link of the backup multicast tree,
the resilience mechanism tries to re-
establish the pre-computed working
multicast tree (Figure 3a). 
• Restoration: as soon as the network starts to work,
a multicast tree is computed and established 
according to shortest path algorithm (Fig. 4a).
After a multiple link failure event, if there is an
error affecting any link of the established multi-
cast tree, the resilience mechanism (restoration)
searches another possible multicast tree according
to the available network resources (Fig. 4b), 
avoiding the broken links. In this manner, it is tried
to maintain the IP-TV service in all the access
nodes.
4.3 Study parameters
The simulations have been carried out using OM-
NET++ [3]. OMNET++ is an object-oriented modular di-
screte event network simulator. The most common app-
lication area of OMNET++ is the simulation of telecom-
munications networks.
The simulation model includes, as well as the net-
work nodes and bidirectional links, a central module
that computes the corresponding multicast trees de-
pending on both the considered resilience mechanism
and the available network resources (i.e., non-cut links)
at every moment. Also, it calculates the number of met-
ro access nodes that can not receive the IP-TV traff ic
and the period of time being out of service.
For all the simulations, we have chosen two input pa-
rameters: mean time between link failures (MTBF) and
mean time to repair the link failures (MTTR). 
The chosen values have been the following: 
– MTBF: 30 days, 45 days, 2 months
and 6 months. 
– MTTR: 6 hours, 12 hours, 1 day, 
2 days, 5 days, 1 week and 2 weeks.
– Simulation time: 5 years.
We have carried out simulations com-
bining all the considered MTTR values for
every MTBF one separately. The random
number generator has been fed with diffe-
rent seeds in order to obtain statistically
reliable results for each pair of MTTR and
MTBF values. Specifically, we have used
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Figure 4.  Multicast with restoration.
Recovery procedure example.
the L’Ecuyer random number generator [4] with a gene-
ration period of 2191 that guarantees a great amount of
independent streams.
In this study, a subset of the obtained results is pre-
sented in the next section.
The output parameter has been the service unavail-
ability percentage obtained with each considered resi-
l ience mechanism. To evaluate this parameter, every
time when a subset of metro access nodes can not be
reached, we measure the number of access nodes that
are out of service and the period of time when they are not
receiving the IP-TV traffic, and finally, we carry out the
next operation:
where SU is the total service unavailability percen-
tage, ANtotal is the total number of metro access nodes
in the network, Tsim is the total simulation time, ANout i s
the number of access nodes being out of service dur-
ing a certain period of time Tout. Each of these pairs of
values (ANout, Tout) represents an element j of the group
Pout.
4.4 Results
For these input parameters, MTBF = 6 months, MTTR
varies from 6 hours to 14 days, we have measured the
service unavailability percentage for both IP-TV distri-
bution mechanisms. This MTBF value is evaluated as a
worst case and also it can be considered as a typical
value for an air network deployment. We have obtained
the following graphics in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
Figure 5.  Service unavailability percentage with Multicast
with 1+1 Protection
Figure 6.  Service unavailability percentage with Multicast
with Restoration
Thanks to the adaptability capacity of the restora-
tion mechanism to the available network resources in
case of multiple failure, the service unavailability time
is zero or negligible for multicast with restoration (Fig.
6), for all the considered MTTR range. In the case of the
1+1 protection resilience mechanism, as we have only
two possible multicast trees, the probability that a fai-
lure affects a branch of any of the two possible trees is
many greater, increasing the access nodes that can not
be reached (Fig. 5).
Summing up, according to our simulation results,
only restoration-based solutions can achieve 99.999%
figures for providing Broadcast TV services, regardless
of the MTTR (mean time to repair) parameter.
4.5 Description of assumptions 
Our analysis is based on the following assumptions:
1. There is enough bandwidth to carry the TV broad-
cast channel.
2. However, failures may happen at any link, with Po-
isson rate λ, which is equal to 1/MTBF and recovery rate
µ, which is equal to 1/MTTR.
3. The possible transmission strategies are either
multicast with restoration or protection.
4. The maximum number of failures is equal to four.
Namely, recovery will happen immediately if four failur-
es occur. This implies that the operator will make every
effort not to have four failures whatsoever.
Based on these assumptions, we will evaluate:
1. Number of failures that lead to loss of connecti-
vity in the multicast tree.
2. Distribution of the time to disconnection, namely,
time it takes to loose connectivity in the multicast tree. 
By multicast tree, we mean the (Hamiltonian) path in
the network, such that every node is visited once. The
goal is to assess the network performance in terms of
fault tolerance of the multicast tree, in terms of MTBF
and MTTR.
4.6 Number of failures to loose connectivity
For both the protection and restoration case we eval-
uate the number of failures that lead to loss of connec-
t ivi ty. Clearly, the chances of disconnection increase
with increasing number of failures. Our aim is to eval-
uate the minimum number of failures are necessary for
an eventual disconnection.
4.6.1 Multicast tree with restoration
Our preliminary results show that there are four pos-
sible link-disjoint paths originating at the head-end node
to any other node Figure 7.
Being the node outdegree equal to four, a Hamiltonian
path exists (Theorem 6.10 [5]). On the other hand, since
the maximum number of link-disjoint paths is four then
the minimum number of “cut-sets” that disconnects the
subgraph i s four (Menger’s  Theorem, [5]). As a result,
the minimum number of failures is equal to four. How-
ever, the failure location is essential. Namely, four fail-
ures may no lead to loss of connectivity in the tree.
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Figure 7.  Link disjoint paths in a restoration scheme
4.6.2 Multicast tree with protection
In this case, there are two possible link-disjoint multi-
cast trees, a primary and a backup one (Figure 8 and 9).
Figure 8.  Primary multicast tree
Figure 9.  Backup multicast tree
Since the number of trees is equal to two the minimum
number of failures is also equal to two, one per tree, in
contrast to restoration where typically more than two
failures can be “survived”.
4.7 Distribution of the time to disconnection
In this section, we will characterize the time to dis-
connection, as a Continuous Time Markov Chain, with
the hypothesis set forth in previous sections. First we
will derive the set of states. Then, we will evaluate the
hitting time to the state “disconnection of the multicast
tree”.
4.7.1 The case with four nodes
Let us examine the case with four nodes, in order to
provide a lower bound for the time to disconnection (Fi-
gure 10).
Figure 10.  The case with 4 nodes
First note, that a minimum of four failures are ne-
cessary to produce a disconnection. Secondly, we note
that the graph is symmetric. In what follows, we exploit
the symmetry to derive the time to disconnection.
The following graph (Figure 11) is obtained by fold-
ing the previous graph along the axis of symmetry.
Figure 11.  The folded graph with 4 nodes
Interestingly, let us consider the reflected failures
across the symmetry axis from right to left. For exam-
ple, a failure in the right outer edge can be reflected to
the left outer edge as shown in the following figure (Fi-
gure 12).
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Figure 12.  Reflected failures from left to right
Now, if we consider the folded graph only, it turns
out that disconnection happens if and only if there are
four reflected failures, in two adjacent edges.
4.7.2 Time to disconnection with four nodes
In this section we evaluate the time to disconnec-
tion, i. e. the distribution of the time elapsed until the
multicast tree is disconnected. To do so, we consider
the Continuous Time Markov Chain of the number of fail-
ures and ratio of sample paths that lead to disconnec-
tion.
The former can be easily derived using the M/M/4/4
model. The latter requires an explicit calculation of the
number of scenarios that give raise to disconnection,
with a grand total of four failures. 
We distinguish the following cases:
• One reflected failure per link in four links: 
we only have one possibility.
• Two reflected failures per link, non-adjacent: 
we have two possibilities.
• Two reflected failures per link, adjacent: 
we have 4 possibilities.
Thus, the ratio of the number of scenarios leading to
disconnection is 4/(4+2+1)=4/7=0.57.
On the other hand, the distribution function of the time
to disconnection can be obtained from the M/M/4/4 as
follows. First, we note that the infinitesimal generator is
given by
Let X be the time until four failures, let M = e–Pt. Then
P (X ≤ t)=M (1.5). Finally, note that the latter is the distri-
bution function of the time elapsed until four failures
occur, regardless of whether they bring disconnection
or not. Consequently, this is a conservative analysis.
Figure 13 shows the results for MTTR=15 days and MTBF=
60 days (worst case).
Our preliminary result shows that
four failures will happen in a time in-
terval of 160 days with probability
0.9975. Namely, we may expect four
failures in a time interval of approxi-
mately five months. However, only 4/7




In core networks the video content is
distributed (multi-casted) in bundles
of tens to hundreds of programs to the metro networks.
Depending on the resolution and encoding of certain
program channels this requires a capacity from 100
Mbps to a few Gbps. Therefore, some multicasts hav-
ing smaller bandwidth requirement can share a single
wavelength path, while others that exhaust the capa-
city of a wavelength channel may even require multiple
bundled wavelength channels.
We assume a two-layer network architecture, where
the upper layer is an asynchronous time switched one,
e.g., IP transport over Ethernet and/or MPLS while the
lower layer is a circuit switched one, based on wave-
length division multiplexing (typically DWDM eventually
with OTN framing).
In such a two-layer architecture we assume multi-
casting capability at both layers. At the upper, IP/MPLS/
Ethernet layer multicast is supported, by sending the
same packets to two or more outgoing ports. This in-
creases the load of the backplane of the switch. At the
lower, optical layer the multicast is done physically, i.e.,
the signal, as well as its power is divided among two or
multiple outgoing ports. This approach requires splitters
in the optical switches that, although not yet supported
by many manufacturers, can be done by a simple and
cheap splitter.
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Figure 13.  The folded graph with 4 nodes
We also assume grooming in our approach as follows.
If there are two or more sub-lambda traffic streams that
use the same path in a part of the network, they can be
groomed together into a single wavelength channel by any
grooming capable node as well as they can be separat-
ed (de-multiplexed) again by any other grooming capable
node. This leads to much better resource utilization.
This two-layer network is represented as a single
graph, with as many parallel edges between certain nod-
es as many wavelengths are supported over that link
and using sub-graphs connecting these parallel edges
in nodes to model different functionality including cross-
connecting, grooming, etc. The model of this network is
discussed in our earlier papers, including [6] and [7].
5.1 Methods for multicast routing
We have assumed that a single source (the root of
the tree) supplies a few sinks, (destinations, leaves of
the tree). This is a special Steiner tree, where the idea
is to carry the information in a single exemplar (copy)
as long as possible and to multiply at the farthest node
to use as few capacity as possible for the whole multi-
cast connection (tree). However, there are two const-
raints. Both upper (electronic) and lower (optical) layer
multi-cast capabilities have breadth limitations, i.e., each
node has limitation to how many output ports can it co-
py the same content. Furthermore, the depth of the tree,
i.e., the largest source-destination distance has to be
limited as well.
Here we have evaluated the following three multi-cast
routing methods that we proposed earlier in [6] and [7]:
ASP, MPH and ILP.
• ASP: Accumulative Shortest Path (Dijkstra)
This method is the fastest and simplest one how-
ever the results it provides are suboptimal. The root-to-
leave demands are not routed at once simultaneously,
but in a sequence one after the other using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. The idea is that the cost of elements (links in
the wavelength graph) already used by a root-to-leaves
demand of the same tree is set to zero, that means it can
be used for free for all future root-to-leaves demands of
the same tree. Of course the chosen sequence signifi-
cantly influences the result.
• MPH: Minimal Path Heuristic
We have adapted [8] to our wavelength graph mo-
del. The idea is that we calculate the shortest path in
our wavelength graph model between all leaves and be-
tween the leaves and the route. This results in a com-
plete graph where the number of vertices equals to the
number of leaves plus one for the root. In this simpler
graph Prim’s algorithm [9] is used to find the least-cost
spanning tree. This minimum spanning tree is then tra-
ced back to the wavelength graph. Analogously to the
ASP, where a new demand joins the tree, here while re-
connecting the cut leaves the costs of all already used
edges are set to zero.
• ILP: Integer Linear Programming
Since this method provides always the global opti-
mum in terms of the objective function this was the re-
ference method to compare other methods to. The time
requirements for ILP were the largest among the three
methods ranging from a few to a few hundred seconds
in our case. The ILP formulation was proposed and ex-
plained in our earlier paper [6].
5.2 Methods for restoring multicast sessions
If a link or a node fails in the network it will affect all
the multicast connections that use that element. How-
ever, if this element is just a leaf (a single user) its fail-
ure wil l  affect only that user, however if an element
close to the source (to the root of the tree) fails, than
typically many leaves (end users) will be cut from the
source. We propose methods for all the cases that re-
connect the cut leaves (users) or whole branches (groups
of users) to the healthy part of the tree or directly to the
source.
Here we propose and discuss the different methods
for restoring the trees upon failures. The four methods
(ASP, ASP partial, ILP and ILP partial) for restoration
that we propose here are based on methods for routing
as follows.
• ASP
ASP restoration can be applied to any tree that was
set up by any algorithm. Its idea is that if a link fails it
can cut a single leaf or multiple (even all the) leaves from
the root. We use here Dijkstra’s algorithm to find a new
path from each cut leave to the root, where the costs of
already used links are set to zero as explained for the
ASP routing.
• ASP Partial
ASP partial restoration is a kind of link restoration,
i.e., if a branch of the tree is cut, then the whole branch
as it is will be reconnected to the closest point of the
tree.
• ILP
The whole tree is configured from scratch in opti-
mal way. Instead of the original graph we use the graph
without the elements that failed. This is the optimal
new tree. However, it can be very different from the ori-
ginal one. This is a drawback, since many connections
will have to be interrupted for reconfiguration purpo-
ses.
• ILP Partial
This is very similar to the ILP restoration approach
with the difference, that the part of the tree that is not
affected by the failure is kept, i.e., all unaffected links
will have zero cost.
5.3 Simulation results
The simulations have been carried out on the COST
266 BT European reference network that consists of 28
nodes and 41 links. Each tree consisted of one ‘root’ and
5-27 ‘leaves’ all randomly chosen with uniform distribu-
tion.
First, we have optimally configured the multi-cast trees
using ‘ASP’, ‘MPH’ and ‘ILP’ as explained in Section 5.1
and shown as the leftmost triplet of bars in Figure 14(a)
– 14(f).
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Then, we have simulated link failures one-by-one for
all links used by the considered tree, and for each such
failure scenario we have restored the tree using the four
methods ‘ASP’, ‘ASP partial’, ‘ILP’, ‘ILP partial’ as ex-
plained in Section 5.2.
The evaluation criteria were as follows.
First we have evaluated the cost of the obtained tree
as shown in Figure 14(a). The failure-less tree was al-
ways the ‘cheapest’ particularly that obtained by ‘ILP’.
After the failure, the ‘ILP’ has
best restored the tree, regard-
less what was the initial tree
set up method. For other restora-
tion methods ‘MPH’ had rough-
ly the same performance as
‘ILP’, while ‘ASP’ was the worst.
Second, the time required
to calculate the multi-cast tree
as well as to recalculate the
restoration of the tree was eva-
luated as shown in Figure 14(b).
Here we see the drawback
of the ‘ILP’ method for both rout-
ing and restoring the tree. How-
ever, it gives the global opti-
mum in terms of its cost-bas-
ed objective function. ‘ILP’ has
the most significant time re-
quirement, while ‘ASP’ and ‘ASP
partial’ are the fastest.
The amount of used capa-
city shown in Figure 14(c) has
similar character to that of the
cost (Figure 14(a)).
Figure 14(d) shows how ma-
ny wavelengths are used by
the different methods to set up
and restore the trees. For both,
ILP is followed by ASP. For re-
storation the partial methods
have better performance than
the simple full ASP.
Figure 14(e) shows how ma-
ny E/O ports are required to per-
form multi-cast in the electro-
nic (upper) layer. This is slightly
related to the number of wave-
lengths used (Fig.14(d)).
If more wavelengths are used, slightly less E/O and
O/E conversions are requested, since in some cases
‘E’ (electronic) multicasting can be substituted by the
‘O’ (optical) multicasting. Any failure will cause signi-
ficant growth in using O/E and E/O ports.
In Figure 14(f) it is interesting to note that the size of
the network relative to the failure-less case can be so-
mewhat smaller, particularly for the ASP tree set-up
with ILP tree-restoration! The explanation of this beha-
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Figure 14. 
The results of simulating fai lures
and recovering after them 
using four methods: 
ASP, ASP partial, ILP, ILP part ial.
The tr iple columns show 
the three methods ASP, MPH, ILP
for sett ing up trees init ial ly. 
The leftmost triplet of columns is
the fai lureless reference case 
in Figure 14(a)–14(f).
viour is, that in the failure-less case ASP did not find a
good tree, so relative to it ILP resets the whole tree from
scratch, resulting a much better tree even if a link is
unavailable due to its failure!
Finally, Figure 14(g) and Figure 14(h) show how the
tree set-up method and the restoration strategy upon a
failure impact the users. For this purpose we have defin-
ed two metrics, the Relative Impact (Figure 14(g)), and
its variant (Figure 14(h)) weighted by the relative change
of the number of wavelengths used, i.e., by the ratio
of the number of wavelengths in the failure-less case to
that in the case of failures.
We have defined the relative impact of failures as the
average of the following products for all failure scenarios:
– The ratio of leaves cut from the root of the tree by
the considered failure to all the leaves of the tree.
– The time of restoring the tree, i.e., 
calculating and setting up the new tree.
– The length of the link which failure is being 
considered (the longer the link is the more prone
to failures is, i.e., has lower availability and will
fail more often, therefore, it is taken with higher
weight into the average).
In Figure 14(g) and Figure 14(h) it is to be noted that
regardless of the tree set-up methods, the faster ‘ASP’
and ‘ASP partial’ methods should be used for restora-
tion upon the failure, since although they provide slightly
cheaper trees, their calculation times are not accept-
able!
6. Quality of experience for video 
streaming in case of short interrupts
caused by network failures
In this section we present our experimental study to
evaluate how the different protection and restoration
times upon failures affect the experienced quality of dif-
ferent video formats and contents.
In our experiments we have used the ACR (Absolute
Category Rating) method [10]. The IETF has a similar
framework, the MDI, Media Delivery Index [11], where
the packet delay and packet loss are mostly considered.
However, since the failures happen very rarely, e.g.,
a few times per year that hardly affects the quality of
the service in its classical sense we have condensed
the failure events in the following way. We assume that
there are exactly three failures of equal duration at
random time instants with at least 10 seconds of diffe-
rence between two failures within each 40-second vi-
deo clip.
In all cases MPEG2 encoding has been used, with
maximum packet size of 1310 bytes. The video frames
have been carried by UDP over IP, around 400 packets
per second, 16 packets per video frame on average.
Three videos have been evaluated as shown in Table 4.
The bit-rates of videos were analyzed by the Elecord
Stream Application software. In all cases there were
15 evaluators. First, the video clip with no failures has
been shown, then failures of duration of 30, 50, 200,
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Table 4.  
The parameters of 













500 and 1000 ms in random order and again these five
failure durations in another random order with different
failure instants.
Figure 15 shows the average and the variance of
scores provided by the 15 evaluators. The effect of fail-
ures typically was that the motion stopped, the sound
disappeared, and the picture was in part covered by
squares off different sizes of colors mostly similar to
the picture, however sometimes very different colors ap-
peared as well.
It can be seen that slow motion SDTV is less affect-
ed by failures than the HDTV, while fast motion SDTV is
between them for longer outages. For shorter outages
the experienced quality is in general better. Two inter-
esting properties can be noticed. First, that the quality
of HDTV that was most seriously affected by longer out-
ages is least impacted by shorter outages. Some short
interrupts could be noticed, however, the squares were
much smaller than for SDTV that explains the better ex-
perienced quality. Second, for shorter interrupts it does
matter where the outages occur, i.e., what kinds of frames
are lost.
In MPEG encoding each frame (GOP: Group of Pic-
tures) consists of a series of frames, where the first one
is the so-called I-frame which corresponds to a whole
fixed image. It is followed by other frames that do not
carry the whole fixed image, only differences relative to
the picture carried in the I-frame. Therefore, if an I-frame
is lost it is more critical than loosing only differences
to this frame. Also, if there is sound or particularly speech
when the outage happens it is more critical from the
perspective of the user. This explains that for very short
interrupts the subjective scoring of experienced qua-
lity can vary depending on the exact timing of failures.
Regarding the effects of failures onto the experien-
ced quality of video streaming we can conclude, that
interrupts of length from 30 to 1000 ms can be all noti-
ced, they cause a minor disruption; however, conside-
ring that they happen a few times per year only, they
are not critical at all. Although for SDTV interrupts over
100 ms, while for HDTV interrupts of over 50 ms can be
annoying, if the service is restored within 50 ms the
user will not loose any content that could hinder him
understanding a sport event, a movie or news.
7. Conclusions
At present, IP-TV distribution in the metro and core net-
works is based on packet transport technologies such
as IP/MPLS at level 3, including sub-50 ms 1+1 protec-
tion and restoration mechanisms (i.e., fast rerouting)
and NG-SDH and DWDM technologies for transport at
level 1.
At this point, it is important to mention the new exist-
ing alternatives for delivering IP-TV services, like PBT
(T-MPLS or PBB-TE) at level 2, and OTN for level 1. How-
ever, these technologies only implement protection me-
chanisms for unicast traffic. In addition, restoration me-
chanisms are not available yet due to the lack of a dist-
ributed control plane in both technologies. So, in the fu-
ture, these technologies can be planned to be used for
the distribution of IP-TV service, as long as the stan-
dardization of OAM and resilience mechanisms for P2MP
connections and the control plane definition for both
technologies will be achieved.
In this paper we have analyzed the resilience require-
ments of IPTV based video streaming (multicast, broad-
cast) services, and also compared a wide range of re-
silience mechanisms and evaluated their capabilities
and performance for both metro and core networks.
Firstly, in Section 4.4, it has been demonstrated by
means of simulation that the utilization of restoration me-
chanism is the most appropriate one in order to sup-
port an acceptable quality of service when it is highly
dependent on the service availability time, in a multi-
ple failure scenario. This is the case of IP-TV broadcast
service since a very high number of users would be af-
fected by a total service cut. So, we recommend the
application of restoration as the resilience mechanism
in combination with multicast transport, since it provid-
es total service availability in all the metro access nodes,
regardless of the mean time to repair.
Finally, in Section 5.3 and 6, our results show that
while there are few failures at a time the protection is
fast enough not to affect the understandability and en-
joyability of the video content. However, if there are mul-
tiple failures at a time, and instead of protection resto-
ration has to be used that can last for seconds the us-
ers will not be satisfied with the quality. The probabili-
ties of having such a failure pattern that will interrupt
the streaming for more than half a second is very rare.
In case of interrupts longer than a few tens of millise-
conds the content should be cached and streamed
again as soon as the network, or the cut branches of
the tree have recovered.
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A year ago or so the Scientific Association for In-
focommunications (HTE – www.hte.hu), namely the
Hungarian Sister Society of the IEEE Communication
Society (ComSoc), decided to bid for the hosting of
the International Conference on Communications –
ICC 2013, one of the flagship conferences of IEEE
ComSoc. Following the usual rigorous site selection
procedure, this May the decision was finally taken and
the organization of IEEE ICC 2013 was awarded to the
Hungarian bid team.
ICC is one of the largest and most prestigious IEEE
ComSoc conferences. Each year on the order of 3000
papers are submitted. Typically between 1300 and
1700 attendees participate in an intensive 5-day tech-
nical program, with 18 parallel tracks, tutorials, work-
shops, industrial forums and panel discussions, comp-
lemented by industrial exhibitions. In 2010 the confe-
rence will be held in Cape Town, in 2011 in Kyoto, and
in 2012 in Ottawa. In Budapest the conference will be
co-hosted by three 5-star hotels on the banks of the
river Danube (the Marriott, the Intercontinental, and the
Sofitel), complemented by the Pesti Vigadó, a beauti-
ful theater that will host the plenary sessions.
The general chair of the conference will be Chris-
topher Mattheisen, Chairman-CEO of Magyar Telekom,
while the executive chair will be Prof. Lajos Hanzó, 
IEEE Fellow and Distinguished Lecturer from Univer-
sity of Southampton, UK. The local arrangements chair
is Rolland Vida from HTE and the Budapest Univer-
sity of Technology and Economics, while the finance
chair is Péter Nagy, Managing Director of HTE. 
Our local community is thrilled by the opportunity
of bringing this prestigious event to Budapest. Natu-
ral ly, we are aware that this decision marks the be-
ginning of an intensive preparatory phase. However,
we are excited by the prospect of organizing a memo-
rable, enlightening and enjoyable ICC 2013 in Hun-
gary, which we expect to have a long-term benefit for
the local research community.
See you all in Budapest for ICC 2013! 












during the site visit 
in Budapest, 
on the top-level terrace
of the Marriott hotel
